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SAFA awards: Recognizing excellence in financial
reporting
Paramananda ADHIKARI,

FCA, ACS*

ABSTRACT
The major objective of SAFA Awards is intended to enhance good
governance, transparent reporting and adequate disclosures through
application of financial reporting and auditing standards, thereby
meeting stakeholders‘ expectations and high levels of professional
ethics in South Asian countries. This reflects SAFA‘s firm commitment
to serving the public interest and contributing towards the economic
development of the SAARC Region.
SAFA Best Presented Accounts & Corporate Governance (BPA &
CG) Awards, in fact, are the testimony to the commitment of the
entities towards maintaining the highest level of transparency in
accounting practices. Corporate entities, of course, have always
been a strong proponent of good corporate governance and
constantly strive to reflect the same in all their processes, which
in turn translate into increased confidence towards the company
from both existing and potential customers.
On the other hand, the Awards are honor of recognition given by the
SAFA, which is a good testament towards the entity's commitment on
transparent reporting and good governance. SAFA Awards is an
acknowledgement that the corporate entities have excelled in fulfilling
its financial reporting obligations.
The presentation of SAFA Awards impacts a significant long-term
recognition for the publicly disclosed financial and other stakeholder
information and do not in any way represent any attestation by the
SAFA for the operational performance, financial position, liquidity,
capital adequacy or equity status of the evaluated entities. The
awards, of course, help to corporate entities to enhance their quality
and disclosures of published Annual Reports in the days to come. The
term presentation, transparency, disclosure have been used amply,
throughout this article to reflect the quality of Annual Reports. This
article aims to highlight the SAFA and SAFA Awards, how the awards
help to improve the corporate financial reporting and best practices,
how to judge the award winners et cetera, et cetera.
Keywords: SAFA, SAFA BPA & CG Awards, IAS/IFRS and
ISA/IAPS, IFAC, SAFA ITAG Committee
JEL Classification Code: M41, M48, M49
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1. SAFA awards: An overview

Corporate reporting has been given added impetus by annual award
schemes in which companies are invited to submit their annual report
along with published accounts for evaluation. Several such schemes
have already been in existence in Europe, Canada and other western
countries long before.
Prior to 1996, only the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and
Sri Lanka had introduced the ―Best Corporate Annual Report
Competition‖ in their countries in South Asian Region and experienced
that the standard of annual report had greatly influenced the image of
accounting profession in the business community and society.
SAFA also started this event fifteen years ago with an objective to
encourage corporate entities to enhance the quality of financial reporting
disclosures in their published accounts and encourage management to
go beyond the minimum reporting requirements for compliance with
prevailing laws regulations and other applicable standards.
Hitting one of the historic milestones, in a very short period of its
existence, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal organized the
SAFA Best Presented Accounts and Corporate Governance Disclosures
Awards-2009, in a befitting manner in Kathmandu on 12 December
2010 coinciding with the mega event the ―SAFA Summit-2010‖ on the
theme ―Sustainable Development in SAARC Region‖ the first of its kind
in the 26 years existence of SAFA. The program was held in conjunction
with the 25th anniversary of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), which was on 8 December 2010. Indeed, the SAFA
Summit has brought the much-needed regional perspective and
cooperation among the SAARC nations.
Normally, SAFA Awards presentation included as a special ceremonial
event with the conference or seminar hosted by a member body of the
respective country. Nepal, which holds the current presidency of SAFA,
is staging 2009- SAFA BPA and CG Awards as a distinctly glorious event
in conjunction with the SAFA Summit held on 10-12 December 2010.
The Awards ceremony fosters goodwill and interaction among the
regulators, business leaders, accounting professionals and serves as a
forum of inspiration for all participating entities from the SAFA countries.
The Awards under different categories are being conferred based on
evaluation administered by SAFA Committee for Improvement in
Transparency, Accountability & Governance, known as SAFA ITAG
Committee in short on the published Annual Reports of entities from
South Asian countries namely Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka. However, Annual Reports from the other member countries of
SAARC have not sent for evaluation except the nomination of Bank of
Maldives received for the first time in 2006. The SAFA ITAG
(Improvement in Transparency, Accountability and Governance)
Committee teleconferencing held on 26 December 2006, inter alia has
decided to award Merit Certificate that scored the threshold minimum
marks to encourage entities of other SAARC countries for active
participation in the competition.
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2. What does SAFA stand for?
South Asian Federation of Accountants (SAFA) as a forum of professional
accountancy bodies is committed to positioning, maintaining and
developing the accountancy profession in the SAARC region and
ensuring its continued eminence in the world of accountancy, in the
public interest and towards broad economic development of the region.
SAFA was formed in the year 1984 to serve the accountancy profession
in the South Asian Region and uphold its eminence in the world of
accountancy. SAFA is an apex body of the SAARC and a Regional
Grouping of International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). SAFA
represents over 180,000 accountants having membership of the national
chartered accountancy, cost, and management accountancy institutions
in the South Asian countries namely Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan
and Sri Lanka. SAFA came into existence at the initiative of the
accounting professional bodies in the South Asian Region, which has a
bond of culture and homogeneity of professional environment. The
following nine professional accounting bodies from the SAARC region are
the current members in SAFA.

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh,

Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Bangladesh,

Institute of Chartered Accountants of India,

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India,

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal,

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan,

Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan,

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka and

Institute of Certified Management Accountants of Sri Lanka
3. SAFA awards: Harmonization in financial reporting
The Awards symbolize SAFA's recognition and reward for corporate
entities, which have achieved excellence in presentation and disclosure
of high quality, relevant, reliable and comparable financial statements,
particularly within the IAS/IFRS framework, and other pertinent
information contained in the Annual Reports.
Financial reporting quality plays a very significant role in the economic
growth of a country, because it assists in conducting its economic and
financial matters in prudent and transparent way. For SAFA, an apex
professional body of SAARC, regional grouping of IFAC is befitting to
organize such Award competition, which helps transparent reporting
system in the South Asian Region. It is a matter of pride for SAFA and
its relentless efforts focused on developing awareness, credibility and
quality assurance in financial reporting and auditing practices, ensuring
the highest global standards of integrity, knowledge, technical skills and
professional competence. The Awards competition encourages
compliance by the management with the accounting and disclosure
requirements of IAS/IFRS in the published financial information.
Further, the Awards reflect 'accolades' for transparent, high quality
financial reporting and presentation of meaningful disclosures and other
useful information in published Annual Reports, catering the needs of
diversified stakeholder groups. In addition, the Awards reflect and
reinforce commitment towards adhering to statutory, legal and
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regulatory requirements and compliance with the accounting and
financial reporting standards, codes and practices. The Awards
encourage recognition for harmonization of regional and global financial
reporting and corporate governance practices.
In today‘s vibrant economy, the transparent financial reports encourage
boosting investors‘ confidence, facilitate the flow of investment and help
to maintain the economic growth. The language of corporate reporting
has now taken a specific dimension within the IAS/IFRS framework. No
doubt, this endeavor will definitely bring the entire global within the
scope of IAS/IFRS for financial reporting purposes and the SAARC region
would not be exception.
4. SAFA Awards: The different categories
Initially, the Awards comprised of FIVE different categories from the
"listed entities in the financial sector (two categories) and non-financial
sector (three categories)". The Public Sector Entities and Nongovernment Organization category was incorporated from 2003 making
altogether SEVEN different categories while the "Corporate Governance
Disclosures" award was included in 2005, which makes total EIGHT
different categories, which are shown in Table-1, below.
S.N.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Categories
Banking Sector subject to Prudential Supervision
Non-Banking Financial Sector not subject to Prudential
Supervision
Manufacturing Sector
Communication and Information Technology Sector
Hospitality, Health, Transport, Shipping, etc.
Non Governmental Organizations
Public Sector Entities
Corporate Governance Disclosure Award

The Award for Corporate Governance Disclosures was included with the
intention of promoting good governance in corporate entities. The
criteria for the corporate governance disclosures include clear and
comprehensive disclosures in annual reports on the duties and
responsibilities of Directors/ Management, the structure and
responsibilities of Audit Committee, compliance with relevant laws and
regulations as well as commitment to employees.
Further, these Awards have encouraged the entities to include more
non-financial information that is reported alongside financial information
to provide a broader meaningful understanding of an entity‘s business,
its market position, strategy, performance and future prospects
including quantified metrics. Further, the corporate and business sector
has to play a key role in the country‘s sustainable development and
should not ignore the other side i.e. corporate responsibility, which
includes the communication about how entities are understanding and
managing their impact on the society and the environment in order to be
responsible towards its stakeholders.
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5. SAFA awards: The criteria and selection process
The awardees in EIGHT different categories have been selected through
a fair and rigorous process of evaluation of all participating entities in an
independent manner. In the process of evaluation, adjudication and
nomination of Annual Reports for different categories of the SAFA
Awards, the concerned Committee of the member body or any other
competent process exercises stringent evaluation procedures, based on
SAFA BPA & CG Evaluation Criteria. The winners are selected through
stringent selection criteria based on the presentation and disclosures of
high quality, relevant, reliable and objectively comparable financial
statements
meeting
International
Accounting
Standards
(IAS)/International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), legal and
statutory compliances as well as other pertinent information to
stakeholders.
SAFA BPA Evaluation criteria encompass the stringent checklist
/parameters, and uncompromising standards, which include Corporate
Objectives, Core Values and Principles, Code of ethics, Chairman/CEO
Reports, Legal Compliances and Standard Disclosures, Stakeholders'
Information, Report Content, Layout, Tabulation and Pictorials,
Presentation of Financial Statements, Timeliness of Annual General
Meeting and status of Corporate Governance Disclosures.
Each of the five SAFA member countries nominates a maximum of three
entries, which have scored the highest marks among from each category
for participation in the SAFA Awards competition. The respective country
then evaluates the Annual Reports sent by the other four member
countries. After completion of the evaluation by each member bodies,
the marks are sent to the SAFA Secretariat in New Delhi, India.
6. SAFA ITAG committee and its’ role
The SAFA ITAG (Improvement in Transparency, Accountability and
Governance) Committee is entrusted with the responsibility for operation
of the Awards, finalizes the evaluation markings through a moderation
process, known as ―Conference Marking‖ on the presence of the
committee member from the member bodies. The Committee
recommends the results for approval to the SAFA Board. The Committee
exercises utmost due diligence in its Awards finalization process to
overcome any inconsistency and ensure the highest standards of
transparency and fairness. The First, Second and Third positions in each
category are designated as the "Winner", "1st Runner-Up" and "2nd
Runner-Up" respectively. In case of equality of marks, more than one
entities are declared as joint winners/runner-ups for a particular
position. All entities, which score a minimum threshold marks shall be
eligible for Merit Certificate. The SAFA ITAG Committee decided this on
its teleconferencing held on 26 December 2006.
7. SAFA awards - 2009: A festive event
The inception of the SAFA Awards goes back to 1996, which makes the
2009 Awards as the 15th of its kind. The ceremonial presentation of the
SAFA Awards is really a festive event for the entire regional profession,
the financial and non-financial corporate sectors, non-government
organizations and public sector entities.
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The SAFA Best Presented Accounts and Corporate Governance
Disclosure Awards 2009 ceremony was held on 12 December 2010 at
Kathmandu. Mr. Surendra Pandey, Finance Minister, Government of
Nepal was the Chief Guest and gave away awards. Awardees from SAFA
member bodies attended and received awards from the Chief Guest. Sri
Lanka followed by Bangladesh received the highest numbers of awards
declared.
Eleven corporate entities were adjudged the winner/joint winner, ten
were adjudged the 1st runner-up/joint 1st runner-up and other ten were
adjudged the 2nd runner-up/joint 2nd runner-up. Altogether, there were
31 winners and runner-ups in all the eight categories. For details, see
Table-2 below.

Further, out of the winners, the highest marks scored, three corporate
entities were declared as the overall winner and runner-ups. In the year
2009, two entities were adjudged the overall joint winner, two entities
as overall joint 1st runner-up and one entity was adjudged the overall 2nd
runner-up. For details, see Table-3, below.

Apart from the above, 35 other entities received the Merit Certificate
that scored the minimum threshold marks. For details, see Table-4,
below.
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From the above presentation, it is clear that Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and
Pakistan have performed remarkably well in SAFA Awards-2009
competition. The highest numbers of Awards were received by Sri Lanka
followed by Bangladesh. Pakistan and India bagged the third and fourth
position respectively in the competition. However, Nepal has to improve
a lot in financial reporting and governance disclosures in the days to
come.
In addition to the above, SAFA must put its effort to invite organizations
from other SAARC countries to join for its noble initiation to support the
development in corporate reporting and encourage the corporate and
non-corporate entities to exhibit the best practice in reporting. This
concerted effort will definitely make others more aware of the
importance and value of this evolution. It will also help to raise the
standard of future reporting too.
8. Conclusion
SAFA awards have developed remarkable awareness for exuberant
participation by contesting entities in the various categories of Awards.
Annual report nominations by the member bodies under different
categories for the SAFA Awards have improved their performance very
significantly over the years, which reflect the serious awareness of the
Corporate Sector, NGOs and Public Sector Entities in the SAARC region
striving to accomplish the highest standards of governance, compliances
and stakeholder information in their published Annual Reports.
SAFA Awards competition are expected to improve and enhance the
level of harmonization in financial reporting and auditing practices
through adequate application of IAS/IFRS and ISA/IAPS respectively,
reflecting greater accountability of corporate governance and
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transparency of published financial information. This credible financial
reporting enables the corporate entities to be friendlier for foreign
investment, capital market development, industrialization, exports and
contributes towards the economic growth of SAARC countries.
No doubt, if we look back to the history of Award competition that the
total number of participating entities is increasing progressively every
year. The Award competition is affecting a catalytic influence in
enhancing the level of compliance and quality of financial reporting
practices and reflects a positive dimension for corporate planners, the
capital market, regulators and other agencies in the SAARC region.
Moreover, in this new era of accountability and transparency, the
corporate as well as non-corporate sector will eventually understands
more about the importance and recognition of SAFA Awards in the days
ahead.
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ABSTRACT
Corporate Governance is a widely discussed issue in the current
management literature. The concept of corporate Governance is
a relatively new challenge that has evolved over the last few
decades. After the recognition of the concept of Corporate
Governance in businesses the right to be informed of those
various groups has been established whose interest is affected
by the activities of a business organization. A shareholder who
has invested his fund in a company has right to know, how
efficiently the fund is being used likewise employees,
customers, proximate community, government and society in
general have right to be informed how efficiently the company is
dealing with their respective interests. On the basis of such
information, they may decide to what extent they should
support the activities of the companies where they are investing
their valuable resources and efforts.
There are various forms of business, but corporate form of
business (i.e. company) is playing a dominant role in the
business sector. In corporate form of business shareholders
nominate or elect a Board of Directors for governing their
business. The Board of Directors is accountable to the
shareholders for their activities and the accountability of these
activities is treated as Corporate Governance. It can be defined
as an organizational control device, which is a hybrid of internal
and external control mechanism with a view‘ to achieving
efficient utilization of corporate resources. So, proper
application of Corporate Governance norms can accelerate
effectiveness and transparency in the functioning of a company.
JEL Classification Code: E52, E58, O23
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Introduction

Corporate governance is the set of processes, customs, policies, laws,
and institutions affecting the way a corporation (or company) is
directed, administered or controlled. Corporate governance also includes
the relationships among the many stakeholders involved and the goals
for which the corporation is governed. In contemporary business
corporations, the main external stakeholder groups are shareholders,
debtholders, trade creditors, suppliers, customers and communities
affected by the corporations activities. Internal stakeholders are the
board of directors, executives, and other employees. Corporate
governance is a multi-faceted subject. An important theme of corporate
governance is the nature and extent of accountability of particular
individuals in the organization, and mechanisms that try to reduce or
eliminate the principal-agent problem. A related but separate thread of
discussions focuses on the impact of a corporate governance system on
economic efficiency, with a strong emphasis on shareholders' welfare;
this aspect is particularly present in contemporary public debates and
developments in regulatory policy.
There has been renewed interest in the corporate governance practices
of modern corporations since 2001, particularly due to the high-profile
collapses of a number of large corporations, most of which involved
accounting fraud. In the U.S., these include Enron Corporation and MCI
Inc. (formerly WorldCom). Their demise is associated with the U.S.
federal government passing the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002, intending
to restore public confidence in corporate governance. Comparable
failures in Australia (HIH, One.Tel) are associated with the eventual
passage of the CLERP 9 reforms. Similar corporate failures in other
countries associated stimulated increased regulatory interest (e.g.,
Parmalat in Italy). Corporate scandals of various forms have maintained
public and political interest in the regulation of corporate governance. It
is common to suggest that corporate governance lacks definition. As a
subject, corporate governance is the set of processes, customs, policies,
laws, and institutions affecting the way a corporation is directed,
administered or controlled. Corporate governance also includes the
relationships among the many stakeholders involved and the goals for
which the corporation is governed.
Many of the "definitions" of corporate governance are merely
descriptions of practices or preferred orientations. For example, many
authors describe corporate governance in terms of a system of
structuring, operating and controlling a company with a view to
achieving long term strategic goals to satisfy shareholders, creditors,
employees, customers and suppliers, and complying with the legal and
regulatory requirements, apart from meeting environmental and local
community needs. However, there is substantial interest in how external
systems and institutions, including markets, influence corporate
governance. There is a popular tendency to view shareholders as the
owners of public corporations which affects some "definitions" of
corporate governance. For example, the report of India's SEBI
Committee on Corporate Governance defines corporate governance as
the "acceptance by management of the inalienable rights of
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shareholders as the true owners of the corporation and of their own role
as trustees on behalf of the shareholders. It is about commitment to
values, about ethical business conduct and about making a distinction
between personal & corporate funds in the management of a company."
It has been suggested that the Indian approach is drawn from the
Gandhian principle of trusteeship and the Directive Principles of the
Indian Constitution, but this conceptualization of corporate objectives is
also prevalent in Anglo-American and most other jurisdictions.
The concept of shareholders as owners of a publicly-traded corporation
is complex. Ownership applies to property rights, which leads to some
ambiguity in relation to a corporation where shareholders
unambiguously own shares but do not normally exercise ownership
rights of the assets of corporation. This distinction is fundamental to the
legal person concept that defines the existence of corporations.2
Objectives of the Study
The study has been conducted for fulfillment of the following objectives:
1. To find out the major characteristics of Corporate Governance
activities of commercial banks in Bangladesh;
2. To assess the disclosure of such activities in their annual report;
3. To suggest for better disclosure of Corporate Governance in their
annual report.
Justification of the Study
As service industry, commercial banks play a vital role in the economy of
Bangladesh. This is the most profitable and developed sector in
Bangladesh. And it is the largest white-collar intensive employment
sector of the country. It is also one of the highest contributors to the
National Exchequer, as it deals with money, which is deposited by the
people of the country, so good governance is to be ensured in this
sector.
From the review of literature, it is revealed that some studies have been
conducted on ‗Corporate Governance issues like audit committee
disclosure, disclosure on BOD, financial reporting principles, problems
and guidelines of Corporate Governance in Bangladesh. A few works are
also going on some other sectors, and aspects of Corporate Governance
in Bangladesh. None of the studies addressed the Impact of Corporate
Governance on Internal Control issues of the commercial banks in
Bangladesh. This is why it is not possible to get a total picture of the
game from those. Moreover, analysis of perception of the corporate
stakeholders and evaluation of Corporate Governance practices with
suggested norms based on primary data have been taken into account
in the present study. Recently, the news media and the interest of
general public in the activities of the commercial banks have made a
good ground for conducting a study on them. Considering the relevance
and significance of the topic, the study has striven for fulfilling some of
the above gaps.
Review of related literature
Md. Abdur Rouf and others had a study on ―Good corporate Governance
principles and Recommendations for Good Practices‖. This study
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summarizes overall good corporate governance principles and
recommendations for good practices to all organizations (whether public,
private or non-profit) in Bangladesh. These good practices are divided
into two categories (i) structure of the board of directors and (ii)
operation of the board of directors. The basic Governance principles
related to the effectiveness and accountability of board of directors. We
argue that good corporate governance principles can make stronger
intra-company control and reduce opportunistic behaviors and lower the
asymmetry of information, so it will be a positive impact on an
organization. Although the study is addressed primarily to Bangladesh
based organizations, the general principles are applicable to foreign
entities as well, although modifications must be made to description for
legal and cultural differences.
Ahmad, attempts to investigate the relationship between corporate
governance and Triple- Bottom Line (TBL) scenario from the stakeholder
perspective. Malaysia is selected as a representative of developing
countries due to its specific economic traits, its position as a pioneer of
corporate governance code in developing countries and its common
features of code with the UK Combined Code. Firms are classified into
top 50 and bottom 50 of the corporate governance ratings list taken
from Malaysian Corporate Governance Rating Index (MCGRI) to examine
whether there are any differences in the stakeholders value-added of
firms in both classified samples. Each of the stakeholder added values
consists of the three bottom lines: economic, social and environment
taken from the Global Reporting Initiatives (GRI), 2002 guidelines. The
result shows that supplier and employee added value have a significant
influence on corporate governance ratings, but not so for customer,
investor and public added value. This study analyses only information
that can be captured from the Annual Report (AR) and ignore any TBL
activities carried out beyond the AR. It is hoped that the values found
from the analysis will be able to provide additional information
concerning corporate governance and TBL to interested parties. The
criteria of TBL revealed may be found to be essential elements in the
development of effective and efficient sustainability ratings in Malaysia
and other developing countries. Finally, the result could also serve as a
benchmark to help poor governance companies improve their
sustainability practice. This study bridges the gap of previous studies by
using a combination of stakeholders and TBL on the analysis, directly
identifies firms with certain scores of corporate governance and
addresses issues related to these exceptional companies.
Houqe et al in their paper investigate whether firm corporate‘
governance practices have an effect on the quality of its publicly
released financial information. Using a sample of 648 firm-years for the
period of 2000—2006, the result suggests that corporate governance
has a significant impact on earnings quality. With little exception,
governance variables and control variables appear to have significant
effects on earnings quality. These results imply that despite significant
governance differences between Bangladesh and developed market
economies, there are strong similarities in internal governance. This will
allow capital market regulator like the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) to design mechanisms that will limit managers‘
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earnings management practices. This, in turn, will contribute towards
developing an efficient stock market by protecting investors‘ rights.
Ahmed in his study identifies that the financial sector reform is a
continuous process. It comprises policy reforms and basic institutional
changes in the status and their respective goals. The speed and pace of
changes in both ways depend on the socio-political demand of the
economy as well as to meet the needs of changed market situation. The
researcher also mentions that the financial reform process in our
economy started since early 1980s with privatization of Nationalized
Commercial Bank and allowing private sector banks and major changes
have been brought about in policy areas with our own initiative and also
under the surveillance and supervisory guidance of International
Monetary Fund and World Bank. The researcher suggested that the
―reform measures‖ should be country specific tailored to the socioeconomic needs; simultaneous integrated approach should be taken to
redress the economic ills and derive benefit from the globalization and
free market approach. Lastly, he concluded that the scattered,
uncommitted and half hearted reforms are fraught with risk of
destabilizing the economy.
Haque et al. focused on the state of Corporate Governance (CG) in three
sectors of the economy: the private company (public-listed company),
the financial enterprises, and the State Owned Enterprises (SOEs). To
understand the state of CG, three broad aspects of governance and
management issues were studied. These are: a) shareholders‘ rights, b)
public disclosure of information, c) effectiveness of the Board. Within
these many sub-categories were studied which were discussed in this
paper. The study used interviews with key stakeholders, experts and
executives of these types of companies, a questionnaire survey and also
group discussions. In terms of the three sectors, this study found that
public-listed companies are more open to their shareholders with respect
to shareholders rights and disclosures of information. With regards to
public disclosure of information and transparency, companies use ―box
checking‖ method rather than understanding the spirit of the disclosure.
On the issue of the active participations of the independent directors
SOEs had a better rating than others. In public limited companies study
found that in 40% of the cases independent directors rarely disapproved
the agenda placed in the board. In the best practice guidelines of CG
three major committees are recommended, study found other than SOE,
financial and non-financial institutions are not complying with the best
practices.
Ahmed and Yusuf in their article provide a conceptual framework of
corporate governance along with analysis of corporate governance
scenario in Bangladesh. Various factors including poor legal
enforcement, discretionary powers of the top corporate management,
overriding regulatory provisions, lack of standard practice in financial
reporting and auditing, and absence of strong pressure groups have
caused the weak corporate governance in Bangladesh. The paper
suggests some policy recommendations to improve and assure good
corporate governance in Bangladesh. These are:
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• The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of Bangladesh need to
be strengthened so that it can devise and enforce a code for good
corporate governance;
• The Companies Act has to be amended and update to have
consistency with Bangladesh Accounting Standard (BAS), SEC
requirements and the Bank Companies Act;
• Independent Audit Committee should be made compulsory for all listed
companies. Strict implementation of accounting and auditing standards
are very important;
• Quality of financial reporting need to be improved. This requires a
robust regulatory regime and effective enforcement of the accounting
and auditing standards;
• Disclosure should be in line with IASs / IFRSs; and there must be a
consolidating financial report for the group of companies.
Farooque et al. investigate empirically the effect of board ownership on
firm performance in Bangladesh. By estimating single equation and
simultaneous equation models on an unbalanced pooled sample of listed
firms, it offers some new insight into the ownership performance link in
Bangladesh. Building on extant literature, it examines the ownership
performance relationship in an emerging market economy considering
ownership as exogenous and as endogenous. The latter approach is
favored as recent empirical evidence shows that ownership and
performance are endogenously determined and there is either a reverseway or two-way causality relationship between the two. While OLS
regression analysis indicates a linear and non-linear relationship
between board ownership and performance, this disappears when 2-SLS
estimation of a simultaneous equation model is carried out. Instead, a
reverse causality relationship emerges. Other governance and control
variables appear to have effects consistent with the literature. These
results suggest a need to strengthen the internal control mechanisms
within listed firms in Bangladesh.
Wise and Au in their paper determining the nature and extent of
corporate social responsibility reporting in the banking sector in
Bangladesh, and to assess the need to improve corporate social
responsibility by such firms. Corporate social responsibility is associated
with corporate governance and ethical business procedure. Good
corporate governance is expected to underpin effective and efficient
corporate social responsibility within firms. They observe, from their
content analysis of the annual reports of three cases studies within the
Bangladesh banking industry, that the corporate social responsibility
disclosures focus on initiatives undertaken to support two critical two
sectors within Bangladesh‘s economy: agriculture and the SME sector.
Further disclosures address contributions and donations made by the
banks to support underprivileged sections of Bangladesh society
including destitute youth and women. Of the three cases examined in
this study, two are relatively new entrants to the banking sector. They
observed that the newest firm, incorporated in 1999, made no
disclosures in regards to its corporate social responsibility and, as a
consequence, conclude that the corporate governance mechanisms in
this firm are likely to be unsophisticated.
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Ahmed et al. in their paper argue 8 corporate governance — a concept
referring to the ideal mode of ensuring firm‘s accountability to its
stakeholders, has ascended to its current level of importance owing to
corporate level scandals in the large economies of the world; experience
gained from which has brought some positive changes in the less
developed economies — changes that are proactive and are aimed at
enhancing corporate responsibility and performance. The objective of
this study has been to review this concept as is being practiced, the
problems being faced, the schools of thought, its implication on firm
valuation and performance and lastly, to see its relevance in the context
of Bangladesh, where the listed firms are mostly owned and managed by
family members. Suggestions to improve corporate governance and
accountability, also in line with SEC guidelines, are to have an active
board with well proportioned executive vs. non-executive members,
along with representatives from all groups of shareholders/stakeholders;
separation of the role of CEO and the chairperson; creation of board
committees; changing audit firms periodically etc, to name a few.
Bhattarcharjee in his article highlights the crucial need of building up a
strong financial structure, a sufficient legal framework for enforcing
lenders resources on borrowers, effective supervisory and regulatory
role of the central bank through formulation of broad-based prudential
guidelines, commercial autonomy of bank management and institution
of a credible and transparent accounting base.9 The researcher points
out the following reform issues should give emphasis on Development
Financial Institutes (DFIs) and Private Commercial Banks (PCBs);
autonomy of Bangladesh Bank (BB); role of Ministry of Finance should
be reduced; the scheduled banks should be put fully under the
regulatory oversight of BB; members of political parties and defaulters
should be prohibited from the Board of Directors of the banks;
government should liquidate all its dues to the Nationalized Commercial
Banks (NCBs); legal reform should be make effective; International
Standard based audit of the loan portfolio; asset liabilities and capital
adequacy should be introduced for proper disclosure of the banks;
number of trade unions should be reduced; integrated computerization
and up gradation of professional skills of officials should be taken up to a
priority basis.
Sarkar et al. discuss the response rate of different companies (industrywise) to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Corporate
Governance (CG) guidelines and the compliance rate for corporate
governance guidelines by the companies who have reported the
compliance with such guidelines in 2005-2006 and 2006.10 The study
has been followed by some recommendations to develop the best
practices for corporate governance in Bangladesh. These are:
• Companies should follow the corporate governance guidelines on
‗Comply or explain basis properly and explain the reasons for
non-compliance;
• All listed public limited companies should form an independent
Audit Committee to fulfill the essential feature of good corporate
governance;
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• Board of Directors in Bangladesh creates family monarchy in the
company. This is tried to be eliminated or reduced to a great
extent by incorporating more independent directors in the board;
• The SEC can properly examine the annual reports, interim reports
and other reports submitted by the companies as a part of the
effective monitoring system;
• The SEC should upgrade its existing guidelines and extend its
scope by including some other corporate governance issues like
corporate social reporting, ethical issues, and evaluation of
board‘s performance and so on;
• The SEC has to be empowered to undertake any action for
violation of any compliance guidelines by the companies; and
• The SEC stipulates that the audit committee should be comprised
of three directors, one of which should be independent.
BEI engaged on a project to examine the current state of corporate
governance norms and practices in Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka and
Pakistan. The publication is the product of the first stage of the project,
which comprised of four reports on the state of corporate governance of
those countries. The focus of the reports is a comparison of current
norms and practices against the OECD principles on corporate
governance, and to identify reforms and initiatives that could help
strengthen corporate governance in Bangladesh. This publication also
highlights that Bangladesh can find corporate governance regimes that
contain the necessary transparency and accountability, which is relevant
to the cultural, economic and historical environment of the region, by
looking to its South Asian neighbors. It is suggested in the publication
that corporate governance may create an environment in the private
sector where corporate transparency and accountability can protect
investors and stakeholders that Bangladesh will be able to develop
competitive private industries and attract more foreign and domestic
investment.
Methodology of the Study
The study covers four commercial Banks like Janata Bank Ltd., Agrani
Bank, Sonali Bank Ltd. and EXIM Bank. These are selected on the basis
of convenience in data collection. The study is based heavily on
secondary data available in annual reports of the selected commercial
banks.
Major Findings
Parties to corporate governance:
The most influential parties involved in corporate governance include
government
agencies
and
authorities,
stock
exchanges,
management(including the board of directors and its chair, the Chief
Executive Officer or the equivalent, other executives and line
management, shareholders and auditors). Other influential stakeholders
may include lenders, suppliers, employees, creditors, customers and the
community at large. The agency view of the corporation posits that the
shareholder forgoes decision rights (control) and entrusts the manager
to act in the shareholders' best (joint) interests. Partly as a result of this
separation between the two investors and managers, corporate
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governance mechanisms include a system of controls intended to help
align managers' incentives with those of shareholders. Agency concerns
(risk) are necessarily lower for a controlling shareholder. A board of
directors is expected to play a key role in corporate governance. The
board has the responsibility of endorsing the organization's strategy,
developing directional policy, appointing, supervising and remunerating
senior executives, and ensuring accountability of the organization to its
investors and authorities. All parties to corporate governance have an
interest, whether direct or indirect, in the financial performance of the
corporation. Directors, workers and management receive salaries,
benefits and reputation, while investors expect to receive financial
returns. For lenders, it is specified interest payments, while returns to
equity investors arise from dividend distributions or capital gains on
their stock. Customers are concerned with the certainty of the provision
of goods and services of an appropriate quality; suppliers are concerned
with compensation for their goods or services, and possible continued
trading relationships. These parties provide value to the corporation in
the form of financial, physical, human and other forms of capital. Many
parties may also be concerned with corporate social performance.
A key factor in a party's decision to participate in or engage with a
corporation is their confidence that the corporation will deliver the
party's expected outcomes. When categories of parties (stakeholders)
do not have sufficient confidence that a corporation is being controlled
and directed in a manner consistent with their desired outcomes, they
are less likely to engage with the corporation. When this becomes an
endemic system feature, the loss of confidence and participation in
markets may affect many other stakeholders, and increases the
likelihood of political action.
Ownership structures and elements
Ownership structure refers to the types and composition of shareholders
in a corporation. Researchers often "measure" ownership structures by
using some observable measures of ownership concentration or the
extent of inside ownership. Some features or types of ownership
structure involving corporate groups include pyramids, crossshareholdings, rings, and webs. German "concerns" (Konzern) is legally
recognized corporate groups with complex structures. Japanese keiretsu
and South Korean chaebol (which tend to be family-controlled) are
corporate groups which consist of complex interlocking business
relationships and shareholdings. Cross-shareholding is an essential
feature of keiretsu and chaebol groups). Corporate engagement with
shareholders and other stakeholders can differ substantially across
different ownership structures.
Basic principles of corporate governance
 Rights and equitable treatment of shareholders: Organizations
should respect the rights of shareholders and help shareholders to
exercise those rights. They can help shareholders exercise their
rights
by
effectively
communicating
information
that
is
understandable and accessible and encouraging shareholders to
participate in general meetings.
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Interests of other stakeholders: Organizations should recognize
that they have legal and other obligations to all legitimate
stakeholders.
 Role and responsibilities of the board: The board needs a range
of skills and understanding to be able to deal with various business
issues and have the ability to review and challenge management
performance. It needs to be of sufficient size and have an
appropriate level of commitment to fulfill its responsibilities and
duties. There are issues about the appropriate mix of executive and
non-executive directors.
 Integrity and ethical behavior: Ethical and responsible decision
making is not only important for public relations, but it is also a
necessary element in risk management and avoiding lawsuits.
Organizations should develop a code of conduct for their directors
and executives that promotes ethical and responsible decision
making. It is important to understand, though, that reliance by a
company on the integrity and ethics of individuals is bound to
eventual failure. Because of this, many organizations establish
Compliance and Ethics Programs to minimize the risk that the firm
steps outside of ethical and legal boundaries.
 Disclosure and transparency: Organizations should clarify and
make publicly known the roles and responsibilities of board and
management to provide shareholders with a level of accountability.
They should also implement procedures to independently verify and
safeguard the integrity of the company's financial reporting.
Disclosure of material matters concerning the organization should
be timely and balanced to ensure that all investors have access to
clear, factual information.
Impact of Corporate Governance
Corporate governance mechanisms and controls are designed to reduce
the inefficiencies that arise from moral hazard and adverse selection. For
example, to monitor managers' behavior, an independent third party
(the external auditor) attests the accuracy of information provided by
management to investors. An ideal control system should regulate both
motivation and ability.
Internal corporate governance controls
Internal corporate governance controls monitor activities and then take
corrective action to accomplish organisational goals. The activities are
stated below:
 Monitoring by the Board of Directors: The board of directors,
with its legal authority to hire, fire and compensate top
management, safeguards invested capital. Regular board meetings
allow potential problems to be identified, discussed and avoided.
Whilst non-executive directors are thought to be more independent,
they may not always result in more effective corporate governance
and may not increase performance. Different board structures are
optimal for different firms. Moreover, the ability of the board to
monitor the firm's executives is a function of its access to
information. Executive directors possess superior knowledge of the
decision-making process and therefore evaluate top management
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on the basis of the quality of its decisions that lead to financial
performance outcomes. It could be argued, therefore, that
executive directors look beyond the financial criteria.
 Internal control procedures and internal auditors: Internal
control procedures are policies implemented by an entity's board of
directors, audit committee, management, and other personnel to
provide reasonable assurance of the entity achieving its objectives
related to reliable financial reporting, operating efficiency, and
compliance with laws and regulations. Internal auditors are
personnel within an organization who test the design and
implementation of the entity's internal control procedures and the
reliability of its financial reporting.
 Balance of power: The simplest balance of power is very
common; require that the President be a different person from the
Treasurer. This application of separation of power is further
developed in companies where separate divisions check and balance
each other's actions. One group may propose company-wide
administrative changes, another group review and can veto the
changes, and a third group check that the interests of people
(customers, shareholders, employees) outside the three groups are
being met.
 Remuneration: Performance-based remuneration is designed to
relate some proportion of salary to individual performance. It may
be in the form of cash or non-cash payments such as shares and
share options, superannuation or other benefits. Such incentive
schemes, however, are reactive in the sense that they provide no
mechanism for preventing mistakes or opportunistic behavior, and
can elicit myopic behavior.
External corporate governance controls
External corporate governance controls encompass the controls external
stakeholders exercise over the organization. These include:
 competition
 debt covenants
 demand for and assessment of performance information (especially
financial statements)
 government regulations
 managerial labour market
 media pressure
Janata Bank
Janata Bank‘s corporate governance philosophy is woven around its total
commitment to ethical practices in the conduct of its business, while
striving to enhance shareholders‘ value. The interrelation between the
Board, the executives and other functionaries is so configured as to have
distinctly demarcated roles and improved corporate performance. The
Bank is also committed to the following high disclosure standards and
transparency. In line with the best practices, the Bank has formed
various committees of the Board to monitor every aspect of business.
The Board and the management have been relentless in their efforts to
ensure meaningful corporate governance in the matter of credit
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administration, financial management, internal audit and control of
wasteful expenditures. The Bank adopted the following strategies and
techniques to ensure the application of corporate governance in
attaining its objectives with efficiency and transparency. The following
are in place in order to ensure corporate good governance.
1. A well structured organogram assigning duties and responsibilities of
the respective department.
2. An appropriate structure for the Board, Executive and Audit
Committees:
i)
Strong internal control system in relation to lending,
administrative, financial and other operational matters.
ii) An appropriate financial reporting under International
Accounting System (lAS) and International Financial Reporting
System (IFRS).
Effective internal and external information flows
I Policy-based appointment, promotion, transfer and performance based
incentives with strict.
Observance of transparency
The Bank also ensures that the guidelines and regulations issued by
Bangladesh Bank and Securities and Exchange Commission are properly
followed.
The Role of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors consists of 13 (thirteen) members including CEO
and Managing Director. Number of Board members is within the
maximum limit set by Bangladesh Bank and Clause the Articles of
Association of Janata Bank Limited.
In September, 2009, Dr. Abul Barkat, Chairman and Professor,
Department of Economics, University of Dhaka, has been appointed
Chairman of the Board. Dr. Barkat, is a reputed economic and a civil
society personality, well-known both in home and abroad for his
pioneering and breaking research works on economic and human
development. The Board is represented professionally experienced
members from the fields of economics, banking, accounting, and
auditing, medical, civil and legal service. The Board involves setting
operational, administrative and financial guidelines, development system
and strengthening the overall bank management to face the challenges
of changing financial sector. The Board members freely give their views
and opinions on all matters, like investments, loan asset and liability
management, profit, planning and budgeting, capital planning, person,
policies and various risk management issues. The Board arrives at its
decision on the basis consensus. The management is accountable to the
Board for the execution of the policies and attainment of the Bank‘s
objectives. During the year under review, 57 (fifty seven) Board
meetings were held, from which guide and policies were issued in all key
operational areas. Directors are placed in a position of true Statute &
common law place responsibility on them for the smooth management
of the bank. The matters beyond the discretionary power of the CEO &
Managing Director, the Board accord its expeditious and judicious
decisions to quicken the pace of business growth.
The Role of Audit Committee
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The Board reconstituted the Audit Committee (AC) in its 119th meeting
held on 09 November with Mr. Chowdhury Abdul Quayum as its
Chairman, Dr. Jamaluddin Ahmed, FCA and Dr. R Debnath as members.
The audit committee plays a key role, standing at the intersection of
management, independent auditors, internal auditors, and the board of
directors. Its role is to oversee, monitor, and advise outside auditors in
conducting audits and company management to ensure transparency in
maintaining financial records. The Audit Committee also reviews
Bangladesh Bank‘s inspector‘s reports, internal control performance, risk
management process and other aspects as per, Bangladesh Bank
Guidelines. A total number of 15(fifteen) meetings of Audit Committee
were held during the year 2009.
Executive Committee of the Board
The Executive Committee of the Board is constituted as per provisions of
the Bank Companies - Act. It exercises all the powers vested by the
Board in respect of financial sanctions, compromises, remission, write off
proposals, filing of suits/appeals etc. The Committee comprised 8
members with the Chairman of the Board, 7 Directors and CEO and
Managing Director. The Executive Committee of the Board met 12 times
during the year.
Credit Committee
The Credit Committee comprises the senior executives including DMD
and GM of Credit and other divisions. The Credit Committee is entrusted
with the job of evaluating the credit proposals in terms of prospective
borrowers earning capacity to repay the loan, business experience and
risk associated with the proposals.
Customer Care
Customers are their first priority and the main contributing agent to
their success. Their customers come from all walks of life. They are
entrepreneurs, professionals, manufacturers, public servants, builders,
small traders etc. We care for our customers and provide multidimensional services to them. There are One Stop Services in some
branches. NRB customers are enjoying Non-Resident Taka Account
(NRTA) facility and Non Resident Bangladeshi (NRB) screw accounts
services for quick disposal of remittances. In this context, special
mention must be made of the vast multitude of our rural customers in
general, and the farmers, in particular, who toil throughout the year to
feed the nation and save the country from importing food-staff. We
gratefully salute them and take a vow to speed up agricultural loans
within Bangladesh Bank‘s policy in this regard to take the best of care of
these traditional real productive agents. They have also placed
complaint boxes in all of our branches and offices of the Bank, and
promptly Respond to complaints with due care.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Janata Bank is aware of the responsibilities of corporate citizenship, as
such, they believe that it is their responsibility to help improve the living
standard of the poor people, try to alleviate poverty from the society
and contribute in the field of education, heath care, and sports etc. their
participation in the CSR activities during the year 2009 are mentioned
below:
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i) Financial assistance for Tk. 7.45 million in education and research
work including donation to hold 45th annual convocation of Dhaka
University to the tune of Tk. 2.00 million.
ii) Financial assistance of Tk. 5.73 million for health and medicare
services to the distressed people of the society including donation of Tk.
2.50 million to Dhaka Ahsania Mission Cancer Hospital.
iii) Financial assistance for poverty alleviation to the tune of Tk. 4.43
million including donation of Tk.2.50 million to the Prime Minister Relief
Fund for assistance to Ayla affected peoples in the south west coastal
district of the country.
iv) Donation of Tk. 1.50 million to woman freedom fighter named Kakon
Bibi for improvement of her distressed life.
v) Financial assistance for protection and improvement of history &
culture including donation to Nagarik Committee‖ for celebration of
400th years of Dhaka city to the tune of Tk.O.50 million.
vi) Financial Assistance for making liberation based films to the tune of
Tk. 0.50 million. Janata Bank has made an allocation of Tk. 50.00 million
in the budget of 2010 for enhancing its CSR activities effectively.
New Business Products
The Bank has introduced a number of products for the people who have
traditionally excluded from banking services. Janata Bank is the first
bank in the country to open a designated branch for the NRBs. The
service offered for NRBs are foreign currency deposit accounts,
remittance system, western union money transfer, advance benefit
scheme, NRB Home Loan etc. New banking products that have been
introduced are loans under women entrepreneur development program,
credit for disabled people, small business development loan, doctor‘s
consumer credit etc. The Bank also provides merchant banking service
through establishing a subsidiary company named Janata Capital &
Investment Ltd. for active participation in the capital markets, It provide
margin loan, service for share trading, underwriting, sponsoring mutual
fund and for acting as manager. In the year 2009, an approved Mutual
Fund worth Tk, 2,000 million was sponsored by the Bank. The Unit of
the Fund will be traded in DSE and CSE in the current year.
Risk Management
Bangladesh Bank advised the banking industry to identify the risk
factors associated with business and to take effective measures in the
functional process to minimize and control the in the area of lending,
internal control, liquidity and treasury management. Introduction and
analysis culture, loan classification and corporate clients‘ ratings are the
broad Scherer assessing the risk status of banking takeovers.
Sonali Bank Limited
Sonali Bank Limited is operated following a sound Corporate Governance
practice. The bank management is smoothly running the day to day
activities of the bank within the policy guidelines of the Board of
Directors and in accordance with the legal & regulatory framework of
different regulatory bodies of the country. The main aspects of corporate
governance are given below:
Board of Directors and Committees
The Board of Directors mainly deal with formulation of business policies,
service regulations, procurement policies, approval of large credit
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proposals, reschedule of loans, remission of interest, approval of the
long term plan, annual budget and audited accounts of the bank. The
Board within the powers conferred upon it by the articles, determines its
functions and responsibilities. The Board retains full and effective control
over the bank, determines the strategies and objectives of the bank and
sets the principles for sound business practice. Audit Committee reviews
the internal and external audit, financial reporting, corporate affairs and
compliance matters.
Legal & Regulatory Compliance
SBL has been carrying out its activities in accordance with the legal and
regulatory requirement of Bangladesh Bank & Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). The bank also ensures compliance of Bank Company
Act 1991, Companies Act 1994, and Income Tax Ordinance 1984.
Negotiable Instrument Act 1881, Anti Money laundering Act 2008, other
related laws, regulations and reporting requirement.
Disclosure & Transparency
SBL follows a transparent policy in the decision making process and
discloses all material facts in the annual report and in the audited
Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Account and notes to the financial
statements. Besides, periodical reporting disclosures are made as per
requirement of different agencies. A ‗Citizens‘ Charter‘ stating the
products and services of SBL has been published and displayed in all
branches for information of general public.
Risk Management
SBL follows standard practice in dealing with credit risk, operational risk,
market risk, etc. within the approved policies of the Board of Directors
and in accordance with the guidelines of Bangladesh Bank.
Review of Activities
Bangladesh Bank reviews the activities of the bank quarterly as per
memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed with SBL. Besides, Banks
and Financial Institutions Division of the Ministry of Finance and the
World Bank are monitoring the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the
reform package under Enterprise Growth and Bank Modernization
Project (EGBMP).The Board of Directors consistently monitors and
reviews the implementation of policies and overall performance of the
bank along with the performance of overseas outlets of the bank.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Sonali Bank Limited (SBL) with its huge distribution channel of 1183
branches including 2 overseas branches has been rendering various
services for attaining greater social goals and objectives. In this process,
they aim to contribute towards sustainable development of the society
as a whole and fulfillment of corporate social obligations in particular. By
this time, CSR programs through which the bank has achieved the
highest corporate image in the national level. ―Profit alone must not be
the central focus of this banks operation‖ is the mission of the
institution. Sonali Bank Limited provides financial support for promoting
the sports and culture of Bangladesh as its CSR activities. From that
point of view the bank is performing CSR activities towards social needs
and national development through ethical, legal and commercial
conduct. To reinforce CSR activities, the bank has undertaken fresh
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activities as per instruction and guidelines of Bangladesh Bank. In the
year-2009 SBL has performed CSR activities amounting TK.5 1.26 Crore.
Social Services
SBL has been rendering wide range of social services through
distribution of various allowances to the Freedom Fighters, Widows, Oldaged citizens, vulnerable groups, Disabled people, etc. as per laid down
criteria of the government. Besides, the bank has been disbursing
pension of government employees, monthly salary of teachers, govt.
and semi govt. officials and many other services at free of cost. Sonali
Bank Limited has provided financial help to various Foundations and
Organizations for raising funds through lottery and other means.
Empowerment of women and poor
SBL has been providing loan facilities to disadvantaged areas and people
at concessional rates. The bank has also been extending wholesale
credit facilities to different micro credit institutions who are in turn
lending the same amongst the women and poor people in different IGA
(income generating activities). Besides, loan facilities are also extended
to farmers @2% interest for production of pulses, spices, etc.
Banking service for the Disadvantaged Groups
With greatest network allover Bangladesh, SBL utilize the opportunity to
reach the banking services to the disadvantaged groups with the aim to
encourage them in the mobilization of their hard earned savings and
creation investment opportunities for them. Besides, it offers banking for
the farmers through opening accounts with primary deposit of TK. 10.00
($ .1450) only and accounts for unemployed youths with primary
deposit of TK.50.00 ($ 0.7253) only as per the Govt. instruction. SBL
offers annual stipends and scholarships to the brilliant children of the
employees of the bank. Sonali Bank Limited always stands beside the
helpless people at the time of natural calamities and extends helping
hands to the sufferers. SBL donated Tk.25.00 lacs to help the victims of
cyclone ‗Aila‘ to the relief fund of the Prime Minister.
Agrani Bank
Agrani Bank is always committed to adopt highest corporate governance
standards for attaining better operational goals. The collective role of
the Board of Directors, Managing Director & CEO and the Committees is
to ensure excellence in corporate governance practices. The activities of
the Bank are always conducted in adherence to highest possible ethical
standards for the best interest of the stakeholders.
Corporate Social Responsibility
They are very sensitive to the societal needs in which we operate. They
have a deep commitment, loyalty and a high sense of responsibility to
our nation and the people. Their ethics are clear: not to earn excessive
profits, but to operate in a rational and sensible way. Their corporate
social responsibility is about addressing the need of our valued business
partners and the community as described in general.
Valued customer
The way they discharge their responsibility to their valued customers is
offering different financial products and services to meet their needs
with the highest degree of ethics. They feel proud to provide their
services to their valued customers without any hidden cost. They believe
that their customers are their business partners and they sincerely strive
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to improve their business relationship with their customers for their
mutual benefits.
Shareholders and Employees
They are fully committed to the interest of their shareholders. They
increase their shareholders value by optimizing financial performance at
least cost. They treat their human resource as an instrument for
development. Their workforce is the prime factor of their success.
Following an established criteria for promotion 989 employees from
different grades were promoted in 2009. Of them, 31 became DGMs, 60
AGMs, 115 SPOs and the remaining 783 in other grades. As usual, the
Staff Welfare Fund, which is run by the Bank‘s employees out of their
regular contribution, continued to stand by its members for their wellbeing. During 2009 a total of Tk. 1.51 crore was allocated from this fund
of which a sum of Tk. 28.50 lakh was donated out to 134 in-service
employees and their spouses for health care and Tk. 1.22 crore to 467
retired employees as retirement donation. As a part of its welfare
activities, an amount of 1k. 11.10 lakh was given to the families of 55
deceased employees for meeting funeral expenses. In addition, an
amount of Tk. 22.80 lakh has been kept aside for awarding merit
scholarship to the children of 490 employees for outstanding
performance In S.S.C. and H.S.C. examinations. There is a Board of
trustees to provide financial support in the staff members as admissible
under the rules on their termination or retirement from the Bank
services or to their nominees or legal heirs in case of death. To this end,
two trusts, Agrani Bank Limited Employees Provident Fund Trust and
Agrani Bank Limited Superannuation Fund Trust, are in operation. As
part of its recreational programme, the Bank organizes sports and
cultural activities for its employees to shake off their monotony and
reenergize them to embark upon fresh initiatives. Its soccer and cricket
teams, qualified in the First Division have regularly been participating in
various tournaments. The Bank also patronizes sports and cultural
events throughout the country, besides organizing annual sports and
cultural activities centrally.
Business Partners and Environment
They always try to maintain a good business relationship with their
business friends for their mutual growth. Their relationship is based on
mutual trust and respect. They transact with them in a fair and
transparent way. Their environmental management policy stipulates
adherence to environmental health and safety regulation and guidelines,
refraining from business that impairs the ability of our future
generations to meet their own needs. The policies with regard to safety,
health and environment management are also being observed in their
lending practices.
Regulators and Community
As a responsible corporate body, they conform to all of the stringent
regulations issued by the Government of the People‘s Republic of
Bangladesh and the Bangladesh Bank. Their Corporate Social
Responsibility to the community is designed to respond to the huge
unmet demand of the society. As part of their corporate social
responsibility, they contribute generously to the nourishment of the
country‘s education, arts, crafts, culture and sports. They share all sorts
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of values and sentiments, irrespective of caste, creed or color. Moreover,
they uphold the concept of avoiding gender discriminations. They keep
the door open for empowerment of women workforce to ensure a level
playing field in terms of promotion, placement and delegation of power.
The Bank contributed Tk.25 (twenty five) lakh to Prime Minister‘s relief
fund for the rehabilitation of the Aila affected people.
They arrange competition for the children regularly to explore their
literary talents in a colorful program named Agrani Bank Shishu
Sahittaya Award at Shishu Academy. In 2009, They donated Tk. 2.00
(two) lakh to Shishu Academy for arranging the program.
They jointly, sponsored the 45th Convocation of University of Dhaka. For
that program they contributed Tk.10 (ten) lakh to the authority of
University of Dhaka.
They donated Tk.1 (one) lakh to High Care Society for the treatment of
dumb children. They also donated Tk.1(lakh) for the treatment of Mr.
M.A Halim, Senior Professor of Department of International Relations,
University of Dhaka.
EXIM Bank
EXIM Bank also attaches paramount importance to corporate
governance. Corporate governance is most often viewed as both the
structure and the relationships which determine corporate direction and
performance. It is the relationship between corporate managers,
directors and the providers of equity, people and institutions who save
and invest their capital to earn a return. It ensures that the board of
directors is accountable for the pursuit of corporate objectives and that
the corporation itself conforms to the law and regulations. It is
considered as one of the most important component for continuous and
sustainable growth of an organization, particularly in banking industry.
At EXIM Bank, corporate governance is given the prime importance to
comply its principles for the interest of sound growth of the Bank. The
Securities and Exchange Commission had issued a Corporate
Governance Guidelines for the companies that were listed with Stock
Exchanges. The specific areas covered are composition of Board,
formation of committees, transparency in disclosure of relevant, reliable
financial and operational information, information on ownership and
control, information on internal processing of management, use of
information technology and system, risk management system etc.
Board of Directors
The Board of EXIM Bank consists of 18 directors including one
Independent Director in compliance with both Bangladesh Bank as well
corporate governance guidelines of Securities Exchange Commission.
Board members include persons of high caliber with academic and
professional qualifications. In line with the directives of the regulatory
authority, the Board looks after the corporate philosophy, policy issues,
making rules and procedures, approving business targets & strategy to
run the business. The Board formed two key committees: one is the
Executive Committee and the other is Board Audit Committee.
Executive Committee
The Executive Committee comprises of 12 directors. The Executive
Committee takes decision on the routine and operational matters
beyond delegated power of management. The committee ensures
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implementation of policies, approves investments and other business
proposals as per approved policy guideline of the board. The Committee
held 34 (Thirty four) meetings during the year 2009 and 45 (Forty five)
meetings in 2008.
Audit Committee
The Board Audit Committee consists of 04 members including
Independent Director. The Committee carries out business according to
its charter approved by the Board on the basis of guidelines of the
Bangladesh Bank. The committee works out a plan of routine audit and
inspection of Branches and Divisions of Head Office by the Audit Division
and discuss/review/evaluate and advise on audit and inspection report.
The directors keep regular vigilance on the banking activities through
the Audit Committee in order to ensure better internal control system.
The Committee held 03 (Three) meetings during the year 2009 and 04
(Four) meetings in 2008.
The Directors' Report to the Shareholders
In compliance with SEC requirement, it is required to include the
additional statements in the Report which are as follows:a) that the financial statements prepared by the management of the
issuer company present fairly its state of affairs, the result of its
operations, cash flows and changes in equity.
b) that proper books of account of the issuer company have been
maintained.
c) that appropriate accounting policies have been consistently applied
in preparation of the financial statements and that the accounting
estimates are based on reasonable and prudent judgment.
d) that International Accounting Standards, as applicable in
Bangladesh, have been followed in preparation of the financial
statements and any departure therefrom has been adequately
disclosed.
e) that the system of internal control is sound in design and has been
effectively implemented and monitored.
f) that there are no significant doubts upon the issuer company's ability
to continue as a going concern. If the issuer company is not
considered to be a going concern, the fact along with reasons thereof
should be disclosed.
g) that significant deviations from last year in operating results of the
issuer company should be highlighted and reasons thereof should be
explained.
h) that key operating and financial data of last three years have been
furnished in summarized form in the Financial Performance at a
Glance at Page No. 12.
i) that the number of Board meetings and the attendance of the
directors during the year 2009 were as follows:
Number of Board Meetings and the attendance of Directors:
SI. No.
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

Name of the Directors

Position

Mr. Md. Nazrul Islam Mazumder
Mr. Md. Nazrul Islam Swapan
Mr. Mohammad Abdullah
Mr. Md. Altaf Hossain
Mrs. Nasreen Islam

Chairman
Director
Director
Director
Director

Meeting Attended
Held
13
12
7
6
13
11
7
7
13
8
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06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Mr. Mohammed Shahidullah
Mr. Md. Fahim Zaman Pathan
Mrs. Nasima Akhter
Mr. A.K.M Nurul Fazal Bulbul
Alhaj Md. Nurul Amin
Mr. Zubayer Kabir
Mrs. Rizwana K. Riza
Mr. Md. Habibullah
Mr. Anjan Kumar Saha
Mr. Md. Abdul Mannan
Mr. Abdullah Al-Zahir Shapan
Bay Leasing & Investment Ltd.
(Represented by Mr. Mahbubur Rashid)
Mr. Muhammad Sekandar Khan

19.

Mr. Kazi Masihur Rahman

Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

13
7
13
13
13
13
7
13
7
13
13

11
5
7
10
9
6
—
11
6
13
10

Director
Independent
Director
Managing
Director

13

13

13

5

13

13

Report on Corporate Social Responsibility
A generation confident with individual worth warns, with fellow-feelings
and brilliant with national spirit can someday make the nation it belongs
to capitalize on its potentialities to the hilt. EXIM Bank believes that
education is the sole catalyst that affects these traits in a generation,
and this is what the EXIM Bank CSR activities pivot on—promotion of
education among all. EXIM Bank has taken around 1200 underprivileged
meritorious students from all corners of the country to take care of their
educational expenses till their completion of educational life. Two of the
endeavors EXIM Bank has taken to this end are EXIM Bank Scholarship
Programme, a stipend package for poor and meritorious students that
takes care of the beneficiaries throughout their student life, and
Education Promotion Scheme, a profit- free investment scheme for
insolvent but meritorious students.
EXIM Bank Scholarship Programme, launched in the year 2006 with 61
poor, and meritorious students selected from different reputed
educational institutions of Dhaka City including Govt. Laboratory High
School, Viqarunnissa Noon School & College, Dhaka University, BUET,
Dhaka Medical College, etc. enrolled as many as 1000 students from
around 150 reputed educational institutions across the country by 31
December 2009. They are enrolled in this programme to be taken care
of their whole educational life subject to their fulfillment of the eligibility
criteria that include satisfactory academic results, non-involvement in
student politics, financial insolvency, etc. So far Tk. 32.9 million has
been disbursed as scholarship under this programme including Tk. 13.6
million in 2009. The programme is going to be extended to enrol another
1000 students by next two years.
Under Education Promotion Scheme, quard or interest-free loan is
provided for poor but meritorious students to help them bear monthly
educational
expenditure
including
academic
expenses,
food,
accommodation, etc. The quard is disbursed to the selected students in
monthly installments till their accomplishing the master degree. Under
this programme the students are required to repay the amount (only the
principal amount) in long-term monthly installments after they have
joined a confirmed job after accomplishing their education properly. By
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31 December 2009, Tk. 19.7 million was sanctioned to take care of
around 138 poor but meritorious students from a good number of
reputed educational institutions like Dhaka University, Chittagong
University, Dhaka Medical College, BUET, Bangladesh Agricultural
University, Shahjalal University of Science and Technology, etc. By the
end of the next year i.e. 2010 the number of beneficiaries under this
programme will have grown to 200, Insha Allah.
Beside education-promotion-CSR activities, EXIM Bank, driven solely by
undiluted welfare-intention, has always responded to the plight of the
people of the country. It has diversified its activities to reach the
distressed in all forms—from the natural calamity-hit to the mongastricken, from the bereaved to the unemployed and from the diseased to
the disabled. Furthermore, we reach the entrepreneurs of sports and
culture with equal sense of corporate responsibility. For smooth
implementation of their CSR plans, they have already established a
foundation named EXIM Bank Foundation. We put aside at least 2% of
our annual profit for the foundation fund each year to conduct CSR
activities. The mainstream CSR activities are carried out through this
foundation. Besides, a good deal of charity is clone from the zakat fund.
One of the vital areas we are dealing with as a part of our CSR activities
is helping people survive natural calamities. Under this welfare
programme, EXIM Bank provides relief in cash and kind for flood, fire
and cyclone victims and cold-stricken people. The aim of these CSR
activities is to help the target group overcome their provisional handicap
and contribute to the socio-economic growth as soon as possible. EXIM
Bank is always prompt to stand beside the helpless. The Dhaka Pilkhana
carnage in 2009 rendered a good number of families helpless in absence
of their sole guardians. EXIM Bank immediately took over the charge of
eight of the families and will continue to bear their living and other
expenses at a decent standard primarily for ten long years at a stretch.
At the same time it paid heed to the cry of the autistic children at Sena
Sahayak School at Dhaka Cantonment last year with the same fellowfeeling. While doing so, it did not stop contributing profusely to the
organization of sports and cultural events at national and local levels.
In response to the call of the Dhaka City Corporation, EXIM Bank has
been shaming a good portion of the mammoth task of beautifying the
capital since 2005. To make the capital a modern city enriched will,
adequate urban amenities, EXIM Bank always joins hands with the
government. Besides, a good share of its fund goes to charitable
organizations working for the betterment of the socio-economic
condition of the people as well.
Conclusion
The study includes the corporate governance practices of four
commercial banks in Bangladesh. They have been carrying out its
activities in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirement of
Bangladesh Bank & Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The
banks also ensure compliance of Bank Company Act 1991, Companies
Act 1994, and Income Tax Ordinance 1984. Negotiable Instrument Act
1881, Anti Money laundering Act 2008, other related laws, regulations
and reporting requirement. They follows a transparent policy in the
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decision making process and discloses all material facts in the annual
report and in the audited Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Account and
notes to the financial statements. Besides, periodical reporting
disclosures are made as per requirement of different agencies.
Corporate governance mechanisms and controls are designed to reduce
the inefficiencies that arise from moral hazard and adverse selection.
The Securities and Exchange Commission had issued a Corporate
Governance Guidelines for the companies that were listed with Stock
Exchanges. The specific areas covered are composition of Board,
formation of committees, transparency in disclosure of relevant, reliable
financial and operational information, information on ownership and
control, information on internal processing of management, use of
information technology and system, risk management system etc.
Internal corporate governance controls follow mainly monitoring by the
board of directors, internal control procedures and internal auditors,
balance of power and performance based remuneration. External
corporate governance help the external stakeholders exercise over the
organization through good competition, debt covenants, government
regulations, managerial labor market and media pressure. However
corporate governance activities of the said banks are really satisfactory
in the context of regulatory frameworks and expectations of the
stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
Accounting from Islamic Perspectives (AIP) is an emerging
field. Recent years have attracted scholars from around the
world who have contributed their thoughts about how
accounting can be seen from the Islamic lens. However, the
efforts so far are rather fragmented and without a clear agenda
for future research. This paper presents a review of the literary
achievements made in the field and the areas of current focus.
Although the field carries a huge growth potential, the author
argues that there are several challenges and problems that the
proponents of AIP will face as the field develops further. This
paper outlines these problems and challenges and makes
suggestions to surmount the potential pitfalls. It is argued
herein that, in order to develop AIP as a formal discipline and
integrate it within real-life business practices, the research
efforts need to be more organized through an international
consortium of researchers. A brief proposal for such consortium
is included here. Finally, recommendations are made for
potential research directions in which future research on AIP
can be pursued.
KEYWORDS
Accounting, Islamic Perspective, Business Organizations
INTRODUCTION

Islamic

world has been lagging behind in contributing towards

scientific and technological advancement. There is reality in the truth as
statistics show that the Muslim world has so far produced only two Nobel
Laureates; there are only two universities in the Islamic world that are
ranked among top 500 universities of the world; there are less than 600
universities in the member Islamic states of Organization of Islamic
Countries; and 41 predominantly Muslim countries–that constitute 20%
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population of the world–produce less than 5% of the science (see:
Segal, 1996; and Schopper, 2006). Segal (1996) lamented that the
Islamic world produces a disproportionately small amount of scientific
output, which is relatively very low in quality. This is an alarming
situation. However, there seems some light in the end of the tunnel.
Currently, there are many attempts underway to improve the situation
in various academic disciplines where Muslims are coming upfront to
contribute to various knowledge domains, sometimes from specific
Islamic perspective. Accounting from Islamic Perspectives (AIP) is one
such knowledge domain, which has recently attracted many Muslim
scholars to pay a serious attention.
Conventional accounting is a well-established field; although there is not
doubt that a major contribution to the extant body of knowledge on
accounting comes from the West rather than the East. Most theories and
frameworks in contemporary body of knowledge on accounting come
from the West without any reference to practices in the East. Also, most
Western perspectives on ‗accounting‘ are predominantly secular and
capitalistic in nature. Such underlying convictions of contemporary
accounting theories have resulted in growing incoherence within Eastern
societies, which are more religious and socialistic. On the other hand,
there is much less contribution from the East, particularly from the
Muslim world. Moreover, there is an obvious scarcity of literature on
Islamic viewpoint on management (Kazmi, 2003; Ismail and Sarif,
2007). At individual or small group level, the work on accounting from
Islamic viewpoint can be traced back to authors such as Bani-Sadr
(1980), Ezzati (1982), Fariduddin, Sharfuddin (1987), Shirazi
(1988/1408), Chapra (1992), Rahman and AI-Buraey (1992), Faridi
(1995), Beekun (1997), Beekun and Badawi (1998), Al-Buraey (2003),
Kazmi (2003); and more recently, Ather (2005), Abuznaid (2006) and
Beekun (2006), and Ata al-Sid (2007), who have explored the field of
accounting in a direct or indirect relation to Islamic teachings. In
addition to these works, some rare PhD dissertations that address
management from Islamic perspectives include the works of Gahein
(1986), Khalifa (2001) and Mohiuddin (2004). At relative large scale,
some notable endeavors to explore management from Islamic lens
include a Seminar on Islamic Management held by IRTI (Islamic
Research and Training Institute) in Malaysia in 1987 and International
Conference on Management from Islamic perspectives (ICMIP) in 2007.
A recent exploratory study of Sobhani and Ather (2007) has shown that
the development and practices of Islamic Management in Bangladesh, a
predominantly Muslim country, is very insignificant and incommensurate
to the population and that the concept of Islamic Management in largely
unknown. On the other hand, conventional accounting practices are
widely known and practiced. This example shows that AIP is not even a
commonly known discipline in the Islamic societies. Though some
organizations would like to claim that their accounting practices follow
the Islamic principles, such claims are without an explicit recognition of
AIP as an established set of principles driving the everyday life of such
organizations.
However, with spreading awareness about important role that different
cultural norms, language, spirituality, religiosity, social values, literary
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expressions and symbolic modes play in the business environment,
researchers are diverting their focus on understanding the businesses in
an entirely different way. This movement is called postmodernism and it
accepts the possibility that several theories, which can conflict, can still
have a legitimate place in a social discourse (Goulding, 2003). Under the
influence of postmodernism and more importantly, a soaring interest in
Islamic banking and finance around the world has opened the doors for
Muslim scholars to think how other disciplines of accounting can
complement the developments in Islamic economic systems. Toor
(2007) observes that the spreading awareness about Islam, escalating
demand for management in Islamic way, growing focus on Islamic
banking systems, emerging concept of Shariah compliance, evolving
notion of dispute resolution in Islamic way, and prolific wave of Islamic
revival are some factors that have gradually accentuated a need for
formulation, testing, and validation of the Islamic leadership construct,
and steadily integrate it within Islamic management practices. There
have been debates and discussions in the literary circles around the
world, particularly in the Islamic nations, as to how accounting can be
viewed from the lens of Islamic teachings, and how modern accounting
practices can be transformed to synchronize with Islamic philosophy of
life.
This paper is a review of the extant body of knowledge on accounting
from Islamic perspectives. It draws attention to certain issues with the
hope that any further initiatives in the field effectively contribute to the
development and growth of AIP as a formal discipline. The author
develops the case to argue that AIP scholars must be cognizant of the
history of the field, motives that are driving the development of the
field, contemporary issues that need priority attention in terms of
research, directions in which the future research can be directed, and
issues and challenges that are likely to emerge in developing AIP as a
formal discipline that is likely to result in the emergence of ―Islamic
Accounting Theory‖ in the future. The field is still at a nascent stage and
is developing gradually. As research in this area grows further, the
existing body of knowledge will mature, new sub-disciplines will emerge
and the field will grow. However, for sustainable development of AIP as
a discipline, researchers need to take adequate steps to avoid potential
pitfalls and problems that can hinder the growth of the field after it has
gained certain momentum. Recommendations made in this paper are
with to initiate a dialogue to highlight more potential issues, problems,
challenges, areas of general focus, areas of priority, and areas of
caution. Discussion in this paper is very timely, given the field is
emerging rapidly and the future potential is very promising.
WHY ACCOUNTING FROM ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVES?
Describing the challenges of modern business enterprises, Professor
William George (2003) at Harvard observes that measures of business
development such as growth, cash flow, and return on investment are
fading away, and new criterion of success is ―meeting the expectations
of security analysis‖. To reach the earning targets, investments are cut
back resulting in the growth potential of company. To achieve the
targets, investments are cut back resulting in the growth potential of
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company. To achieve the targets of profit maximization and to satisfy
shareholders, CEOs go to extreme measures. They have become
forgetful of human and social capitals, which earn long-term success for
the companies. They are anxious about profit maximization at the
expense of their employees and organizational values. Businesses of
today are undoubtedly going through a tumultuous era and markets are
more challenging than ever before. Such situation is no less than a
management and accounting crisis in the contemporary business world,
which is built on the model of capitalism. Apparent divorce of spirituality
from workplace is due to implicit or explicit assumption those workplaces
or other social institutions are secular (Hicks, 2002) and secularism
attempted to keep religion a personal matter. George even goes to
saying that capitalism has become the victim of it own success. Modern
organizations seem to suffer from so-called ―management crisis‖ due to
every day corporate scandals, where leaders betray their own people
and strive for worldly benefits. They are only concerned about
shareholders‘ satisfaction and forget about their other moral and ethical
obligations to their organizations, followers, and society at large. This
leads to every materialistic approach to management and accounting in
the secularist and capitalistic systems, which have successfully
penetrated the many Islamic societies as well. This is largely due to the
curriculum of the schools and universities in the Muslim countries that
teaches various modern European arts and sciences, which are far the
most part alien to the Islamic perspective, has to a large degree injected
an element of secularism into the mind of fairly sizeable segment of
Islamic society (Nasr, 1961, cited in Ata-al Sid, 2007). However, Yom
(2002) argues that secularism is increasingly less relevant in the
globalizing world, where religious identities have strengthened and
believers have grows in perpetuating and sharing their narrative visions
of the past, present, and future. Weary of the secular models, a
widening circle of scholars is now considering religion as a viable
alternative (Rae and Wong, 1996). In this respect, accounting from
Islamic perspectives is more relevant.
Abuznaid (2006) argues that though Islam does not provide a
comprehensive theory in accounting, nevertheless, it does provide set of
general guidelines that can be applied to achieve the fundamental goals
of management that are not fundamentally materialist (Rice, 1999).
Primary goals of Islam are based on the concept of human well being
and good life, which stress brotherhood/ sisterhood and socioeconomic
justice, and require a balanced satisfaction of both the material and
spiritual needs of all humans (Chapra, 1992). In the Islamic ethical
system, specific guidelines are available for achieving the moral filter
and for conducting business. Toor (2007) also observes ―Islam provides
the most comprehensive understanding of leadership through its highly
developed and modern ethical system that seeks guidelines from Quran,
Sunnah, and sayings of Prophet Muhammad [PBUH]‖ (Toor, 2007, pp.
1). Others also note that Islam provides comprehensive guidelines in all
facets of life–be it religious, moral, ethical, social–cultural, economic,
political, or legal–to underpin the foundations of a strong Islamic
society, which is built upon complete submission to Allah and teachings
of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)‖ (Toor, 2007; Beik and Arsyianti, 2007).
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In this respect, spirituality and religion in Islam are not two separate
entities; they are rather branches of the same tree. Scholars have
argued that many of the characteristics of spirituality in the workplace
are basis themes of Islam. These characteristics may include the
building of community, concern for social justice within the organization
and its vision, and equality of voice (see Kriger and Seng, 2005). ―The
values of service, surrendering self, truth, charity, humility, forgiveness,
compassion, thankfulness, love, courage, faith, kindness, patience, and
hope, in the workplace spirituality literature (see Fry, 2003) are to be
found not only in the Quran, but also in popular Islamic wisdom
literature, philosophical debates and the mystical guidance of esoteric
Islam, Sufism‖ (Kriger and Seng, 2005).
From Islamic perspectives, therefore, accounting is all about practicing
the positive norms and bringing self-transcendent values in everyday
life, while seeking the will of God and following his orders in form of
Prophet‘s (PBUH) Sunnah. Goals of Islamic accounting and management
are not merely worldly and money-oriented; rather they endeavor to
seek a long-term intrinsic reward, the pleasure of God. Islam holds all
leasers and followers responsible for societal building and for spreading
the rule of Allah on earth. Both sides are equal in the eyes of Allah and
hence should perform their roles with greatest integrity and dedication.
Under such a accounting system, where only positive organizational
behaviors are encouraged and performed in everyday life, there is high
chance that a positive organizational scholarship (see Cameron et al.,
2003) can be obtained where ―organizations are typified by appreciation,
collaboration, virtuousness, vitality and meaningfulness. Creating
abundance
and
human
well-bring
are
key
indicators
of
success…members of such organizations are characterized by
trustworthiness, resilience, wisdom, humility, and high levels of positive
energy…social relationships and interactions are characterized by
compassion, loyalty, honesty, respect, and forgiveness. Significant
attention is given to what makes life worth living.‖ In the above vision,
which Professor Kim Cameron has presented in his book: ―Positive
Organizational Scholarship‖, is fully inline with what the current paper
discusses as ―Accounting from Islamic Perspectives‖.
LITERARY ACHIEVEMENTS
The author has argued in the previous pages that AIP is an emerging
field. However, very recent endeavors in the area have focused on
diverse subjects. Particularly, the International Conference on
Management from Islamic Perspectives (ICMIP) has been able to attract
rich perspectives from around the world resulting in a significant volume
of works on various subjects within the domain of AIP. Though a large
body of knowledge exists on Islamic banking and Islamic finance,
literary attempts have been made in other directions including, but not
limited to, concept of management without punishment (Dewi and
Tanjung, 2007), organizational decision making (Ismail and Ibrahim,
2007), corporate governance (Amer, 2007; Mat and Ismail, 2007;
Dusuki, 2007), quality management (Youssef and Al-Buraey, 2007),
administrative theory (Sharfuddin, 1987), enterprise design (Chatha,
2007), management style of some Prophets (Shirazi, 1988),
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management of non-profit organizations (Kadi, 2007), and managerial
and business ethics (Beekun, 1996).
The review from the literature (Toor, 2007 and Saleh, 2007) illustrates
that AIP has triggered discussions in many parts of the world resulting in
works in diverse areas where scholars have tried to view various
disciplines from Islamic viewpoint. Although literature on Islamic
perspective is just beginning to explore various dimensions of
accounting, there is an obvious promise in the attempts made so far.
Frameworks, constructs, theories, and proposals related to AIP are all in
a very nascent form with enthusiastic future research plans by their
proponents. However, before the research on AIP has gained full
momentum, the pioneers of the field need to take a pause and discuss
the issues that can have long-term repercussions on the field.
RELIGIOUS (CULTURAL) BASED ACCOUNTING
Japan that has a strong commitment to its traditional culture has a
strong ability to formulate, to implement, its own accounting philosophy
and principles difference from that of capitalistic society. Shinto for
example has a potential drive to establish a Shinto based Accounting.
DEVELOPING AIP AS A FORMAL DISCIPLINE
Scholars have emphasized on development of management in Islamic
perspective as a formal academic discipline (Ismail, 2007). However,
this aspiration needs in-depth analysis and pragmatic considerations.
There are many questions that the researchers in this area will have to
address while taking up this task. The following section elaborates on
the challenges that are likely to emerge while developing AIP as a formal
discipline.
DEFINING AIP
‗Islamic accounting‘ as an emerging discipline, which deals with the
financial reporting of organizations from the perspective of the
knowledge acquired from the revealed and other Islamic sources of
knowledge, and results in applications compatible with the Islamic
beliefs and practices. Of course, the aims, objectives, operational
activities and results of ‗Islamic accounting‘ are determined according to
Islamic Aaqida‘ and Shari‘ah.
Christopher Napier christopher.napier@rhul.ac.uk, Royal Holloway,
University of London, note that the emergence of Islamic banks and
other financial institutions since the 1970s has stimulated a modern
literature that has identified itself as addressing "Islamic accounting".
Much of this literature is prescriptive, though studies of actual practice,
and of attitudes to proposed alternatives, are beginning to emerge.
Historical research into Islamic accounting is still in a process of
development, with a range of studies based on both primary archives
and manuals of accounting providing growing insight into accounting in
state and private contexts in the Middle East. Other parts of the Muslim
world are also the focus of historical accounting research. There is still
much to discover, however, before historians can determine the
influence of Middle Eastern accounting ideas and practices in other parts
of the world. Moreover, the term "Islamic accounting" may simply be a
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convenient label to group together quite disparate accounting practices
and ideas across time and space.
According to Hayashi ‗Islamic Accounting‘ (1989), ―is an integrated
discipline with social, political and economic domain ruled by Allah or
―meta rule‖. Islamic accounting should regulate and establish a
harmonious integration among the parties of these diverse domain‖.
Hayashi continues that the Islamic accounting which has implicit
economic, political and religious meaning (an integrated world view
system, author), has the possibility to show the key to a post Newtonian
Accounting (Western Secular based accounting, author)‖.
Islamic accounting is generally defined as an alternative accounting
system, which aims to provide users with information enabling them to
operate businesses and organizations according to Shariah, or Islamic
law. ………With little doubt, the greatest challenges to Islamic accounting
and finance in the new world stem from a lack of knowledge and
understanding of Islam and the intricacies of its financial laws. (October
5, 2006 http://www.accountingweb.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=102651,)
Dr. Shahul Hameed bin Mohamed Ibrahim says in http://islamicfinance.net/islamic-accounting/,
both
conventional
and
Islamic
accounting provides information and define how that information is
measured, valued, recorded and communicated. Conventional
accounting provides information about economic events and
transactions, measuring resources in terms of assets and liabilities, and
communicating that information through financial statements users,
typically investors, rely on to make decisions regarding their
investments. Islamic accounting, however, identifies socio-economic
events and transactions measured in both financial and non-financial
terms and the information is used to ensure Islamic organizations of all
types adhere to Shariah and achieve the socio-economic objectives
promoted by Islam. This is not to say, or imply, Islamic accounting is
not concerned with money, and rather it is not concerned only with
money.
The purpose of shariah (Islamic law) is to promote the welfare of the
people which lies on: Safeguarding of their faith; their life; their
intellect; their posterity and their Wealth. (Al-Gazali: 1058-1111)
Islamic accounting, in many ways, is more holistic. Shariah prohibits
interest-based income or usury and also gambling, so part of what
Islamic accounting does is help ensure companies do not harm others
while making money and achieve an equitable allocation and distribution
of wealth, not just among shareholders of a specific corporation but also
among society in general. Of course, as with conventional accounting,
this is not always achieved in practice, as an examination of the wide
variances in wealth among the populations of Arab nations, particularly
those with majority Muslim populations shows. In addition, because a
significant part of operating within Shariah means delivering on Islam‘s
socio-economic objectives, Islamic organizations have far wider interests
and engage in more diverse activities than their non-Islamic
counterparts.
Researcher exploring various sub-disciplines of AIP do attempt to define
the key terms in sub-disciplines–such as Ownership, Debt Contract and
Accounting, Trusteeship of Mankind, Inequality - Natural, Record Book –
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Audit, Meeting Account, Verification of Information, Fulfill Contract, Full
Measure and Weight in Just, Dealing in Fraud who give less in measure,
quality management, corporate governance–it seems as if no deliberate
attempt has been made to formally define AIP.
Most researchers seem to have added the word ―Islam‖ or ―Islamic
perspective‖ with the conventional definitions of accounting, which itself
seems to have been defined in several different ways and has no
‗agreed-upon‘ definition. Nevertheless, since AIP is just beginning to
emerge, it seems plausible to have formal and agreed-upon definition of
AIP to achieve coherence in ideas and to direct the efforts in one
direction.
In view of Cooper et al., (2005, pp. 478), ―a refined definition must
include a specification of the nature of the dimension (e.g., trait,
behavior, attribution, etc.), the observer/perspective of the persons(s)
providing the report (e.g., self, subordinate, peer, etc.), the level(s) of
analysis involved (e.g., individual, dyad, group, organization, etc.), the
response category measurement units to be employed (e.g., frequency,
magnitude, extent of agreement, etc.), and the dimension‘s content
domain (including whether there are sub-dimensions involved).‖ In
order to establish a formal definition of AIP, researchers will need to
specify full set of dimensions, underlying concept, and sub-divisions of
AIP. For this purpose, use of qualitative procedures is recommended.
Such approaches include case studies of the organizations that claim to
be implementing Islamic ways of accounting and interviews of
practitioners, entrepreneurs, leaders, and managers, who appear to be
following more Islamic approach of accounting. Input of Muslim religious
scholars and accounting experts can also provide useful insights to
develop and sharpen the definition of AIP.
ISLAMIC ACCOUNTING WEB --- http://www.iiu.edu.my/iaw/
The Islamic Accounting Website is a project of the Department of
Accounting, Kulliyah of Economics and Management Sciences,
International Islamic University Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur. This project is
under the direction of Dr. Shahul Hameed bin Mohamed Ibrahim,
Assistant Professor and the current Head of the Department. The
philosophy of the University is to Islamize knowledge to solve the crisis
in Muslim thinking brought about by the secularization of knowledge and
furthermore contributing as a centre of educational excellence to revive
the dynamism of the Muslim Ummah in knowledge, learning and the
professions. The Department of Accounting is fully committed to this
vision and strives to Islamicise Accounting.
BASES OF ISLAMIC ACCOUNTING – AL QURAN
Islamic accounting can be defined as the ―accounting process‖ which
provides appropriate information (not necessarily limited to financial
data) to stakeholders of an entity which will enable them to ensure that
the entity is continuously operating within the bounds of the Islamic
Shari‘ah and delivering on its socioeconomic objectives. Islamic
accounting is also a tool, which enables Muslims to evaluate their own
accountabilities to Allah (in respect of inter-human/environmental
transactions).
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OWNERSHIP
To Him belongs what is in the heavens and on earth, and all
between them, and all beneath the soil (Surah Ta-Ha:6).
DEBT CONTRACT AND ACCOUNTING
― O ye who believe! When ye deal with each other, in
obligations in a fixed period of time,
scribe write down faithfully as between
be refuse to write: as Allah has taught
m who incurs the liability dictate, but let
not diminish aught of what he owes. If
deficient, or weak or unable himself to
tate faithfully. And get two witnesses,
there are not two men, then a man and
se, for witnesses, so that if one of them
her. The witnesses should not refuse
or evidence). Disdain not to reduce to
future period, whether it be small or
f Allah, more suitable as evidence, and
doubts among yourselves but if it be a
ut on the spot among yourselves there
uce it not to writing. But take witnesses
rcial contract; and let neither scribe nor
o (such harm), it would be wickedness
is Allah that teaches you. And Allah is
with all things.‖ (Surah Al-Baqarah:282)
TRUSTEESHIP OF MANKIND
Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: "I will create a vicegerent on
earth." They said: "Wilt Thou place therein one who will make
mischief therein and shed blood? Whilst we do celebrate Thy praise
and glorify Thy holy (name)?" He said: "I know what ye know not.‖
(Surah Al-Baqarah:30).
INEQUALITY - NATURAL
And it is He Who hath made you (His) agents, inheritors of the
earth: He hath raised you in ranks, some above others: that He
may try you in the gifts He hath given you: for thy Lord is quick in
punishment: yet He is indeed Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful (Surah
Al-An‘am:165).
RECORD BOOK - AUDIT
Then he who is given his Record in his right hand, Soon will his
account be taken by an easy reckoning, And he will turn to his
people, rejoicing!, But he who is given his Record behind his back,
Soon will he cry for Perdition, And he will enter a Blazing Fire.
(Surah Al-Inshiqaq:7-12)
MEETING ACCOUNT
Then he that will be given his Record in his right hand will say: "Ah
here! Read ye my Record!, "I did really understand that my Account
would (one Day) reach me!― (Surah Al-Haqqah:19-20)
DON’T MIX TRUTH WITH FALSEHOOD
And cover not Truth with falsehood, nor conceal the Truth when ye
know (what it is) (Surah Al-Baqarah:42)
But verily it is Truth of assured certainty (Surah Al-Haqqah:51)
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VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION
O ye who believe! if a wicked person comes to you with any news,
ascertain the truth, lest ye harm people unwittingly, and afterwards
become full of repentance for what ye have done.(Surah AlHujurat:6)
FULFILL CONTRACT
Come not nigh to the orphan's property except to improve it, until
he attains the age of full strength; and fulfil (every) engagement,
for (every) engagement, will be enquired into (on the Day of
Reckoning).
(Surah Al-Isra:34)
FULL MEASURE AND WEIGHT IN JUST
Give full measure when ye measure, and weigh with a balance that
is straight; that is the most fitting and the most advantageous in
the final determination. (Surah Al-Isra:35)
DEALING IN FRAUD WHO GIVE LESS IN MEASURE
Woe to those that deal in fraud, Those who, when they have to
receive by measure, from men, exact full measure, But when they
have to give by measure or weight to men, give less than due. Do
they not think that they will be called to account ? On a Mighty Day,
A Day when (all) mankind will stand before the Lord of the Worlds ?
Nay! Surely the Record of the Wicked is (preserved) in Sijjin. And
what will explain to thee what Sijjin is? (There is) a Register (fully)
inscribed. (Surah Al-Mutaffifin:1-9)
WHICH IS LEFT BY ALLAH IS BETTER
To the Madyan people (We sent) Shu'aib, one of their own brethren:
he said: "O my people! Worship Allah: ye have no other god but
Him. And give not short measure or weight: I see you in prosperity,
but I fear for you the Penalty of a Day that will compass (you) all
round. "And O my people! give just measure and weight, nor
withhold from the people the things that are their due: commit not
evil in the land with intent to do mischief. "That which is left you by
Allah is best for you, if ye (but) believed! but I am not set over you
to keep watch!― (Surah Hud:84-86)
DISTINGUISHING AIP FROM CONVENTIONAL ACCOUNTING
After researchers have defined and sharpened the definition of AIP, they
will need to take a clear and elaborate stance as to how AIP differs from
conventional accounting or emerging forms of accounting, which drive
their inspiration from spirituality and servant leadership. If they are not
able to distinguish AIP from existing and other emerging forms of
accounting, this would imply that it is either equivalent to the
conventional accounting with add-on of spirituality or a simply
redundant concept. Researchers will also need to identify and focus on
the points of divergence and accentuate these in their conceptualization
and measurement of AIP. Though some scholars have already given
some attention to the issue arguing that conventional accounting and
AIP are distinct, there are many who note both similarities. For example,
Loqman and Bulbul (2007) note that the 14 principles of conventional
management given by Henri Fayol; are alike the principles of Islamic
Management.
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Some assertions, however, show that Islamic perspective offers distinct
way of accounting. Loqman and Bulbul (2007) call these points of
distinctions as additional principles of management. These include:
khilafa (vicegerency), honesty, truthfulness, promise keeping,
moderation, sincerity, timeliness, efficiency, patriotism, exemption,
accountability in this world as well as in the life hereafter and more over
Tawakkul (depending upon Allah SWT). These principles are not present
in the conventional accounting approaches and therefore make AIP a
unique perspective. Toor (2007) joins this stance and argues that Islam
provides ―extra dimensions‖ that are likely to enhance the positive
nature of Islamic leadership. The most important ―extra dimensions‖ in
this regard include: surrendering to Allah SWT, trusteeship of Allah SWT,
accountability to Allah SWT, obedience of Allah SWT and the Prophet,
following the Shariah, virtuosity, mercy, forgiveness, compassion, social
justice and consideration, service of mankind, righteousness, humility,
positive firmness, inner struggle against the self, honesty, truthfulness,
and positive organizational scholarship (hope, optimism, self-efficacy,
and resiliency) from Islamic viewpoint. It also argues that Islamic
accounting seems to differ on the worldview of accounting, its concepts
and issues. They further note that Islamization of accounting is basically
the need for a tauhidik approach based on social justice, fairness in
managing people, and to seek the will of Allah SWT.
Despite these claims, there is a further need to distinguish how AIP
differs from existing forms of accounting. This distinction will not only
have an favorable impact on furthering the research on AIP, but it will
also help in making a better understanding of the work that has already
been done in the field. Distinguishing AIP from existing forms of
accounting will also help to send the message across that AIP offers
something unique and extra, and that the organizations can develop a
sustainable competitive advantage from this something unique and
extra. On a practical level, any misunderstanding or confusion of AIP
with conventional accounting might hinder the development of AIP as a
discipline. If researchers argue that AIP is a new discipline and is
substantially different from the conventional accounting, clear lines of
boundaries need to be drawn as to how both fields differ, although they
may complement each other in many ways. These boundaries need to
be drawn beyond definitional differences, by including conceptual
distinctions, and functional divergence between conventional accounting
and AIP. Such discussions can also address behavioral differences
between a conventional accountant or and an AIP-accountant.
MEASURING AIP
This is probably the biggest challenge that will confront the proponents
of AIP. Current body of knowledge on AIP bases itself on integration of
spirituality and religiosity within accounting practices. However, in the
mainstream, there remains a debate on whether spirituality and
religiosity represent one construct or they are two different constructs
that cannot be combined together. There have been claims that
religiosity is a very complex construct and is extremely hard to measure
(Hashim, 2007, Muhamad, 2007), though some researcher have
attempted to develop and validate such measures. Researches have
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similar views about spirituality that it is complex and hard to measure
(see: Fry, 2003; Fry et al., 2005; Dent Barrett, 2003; Ashmos &
Duchon, 2000; MacDonald et al., 199; Elkins et al., 1988).
However, all such measures of religiosity and spirituality have been
established outside the Muslim world. Therefore, researchers will need to
establish measures of religiosity and spirituality from Islamic
perspective. As researchers of AIP currently argue that it is an
integration of spirituality and religiosity, they will need to establish valid
measures through which AIP can be assessed. For this purpose, it is
important that two separate standardized quantitative measures are
developed to assess AIP in the financial reporting. For this purpose,
extensive labor and collaborative projects will have to be designed to
develop and validate these measures across different cultures.
Researchers will need to begin the work using qualitative approaches to
eventually arrive at quantitative measures.
REGULATORY ISSUES
The regulatory environment Islamic individuals and organizations are
most concerned with, considering the current political climate, are those
relating to anti-terrorism and anti-money laundering. Yet the tensions
arising from regulatory requirements within the American business
practices often prove more difficult to resolve.
It is in trying to balance the expectations of distinct business cultures
that the differences between conventional and Islamic accounting are
most notable. For instance, depending upon the type of transactions the
organizations are engaged in, the roles, responsibilities and rights
assigned to each party can be contradictory and even in direct conflict.
In some situations, such as transactions involving private equity,
venture capital, profit sharing and liquidations, organizations and
individuals employing conventional accounting may actually find they
prefer Islamic accounting. Other issues, such as those related to
taxation, require significant effort to resolve. The inherent flexibility of
Shariah is a benefit under these circumstances, since the complexity of
the contemporary tax code is highly inflexible.
Although demand for Islamic financial products and services has
increased, both the supply and the number of providers remain
insufficient. It should also be noted that Islamic orthodoxy, expressed as
the desire to implement Shariah as the sole legal foundation of a nation,
is actually associated with progressive economic principles, including
increasing government for the poor, reducing income inequality and
increasing government ownership of industries and industries, especially
in the poorer nations of the Muslim world. While it is common to
associate traditional religious beliefs with conservative political stances
on a wide range of issues, this is only partly true, said Robert V.
Robinson, Chancellor, Professor and chair of Indiana University.
IMPLEMENTING AIP IN PRACTICE
Any discipline in the making is not a smooth path to walk on. The next
challenge is to first sell and then implement and further develop the AIP
practices in organizations. This will need a fundamental shift in
accounting in many organizations; as it will depend upon the
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preparedness and capability of the organizations to accept an entirely
new system, and quickly shift to AIP practices. How this shift of
accounting can be smoothened and how desired results can be obtained
is another question that needs to be addressed. For this purpose, case
studies can be conducted on the organizations that claim to be, or are
reputed as, close to AIP in terms of their management systems. Some
examples of such studies in the existing literature include works of
Mohiudding and Amin (2007) and Barhem and Muhamad (2007).
In their exploratory study in Bangladesh, Sobhani and Ather (2007)
ascertain a number of factors that are perceived as causing the lack of
awareness about management in Islamic perspective. These include:
lack of knowledge on Islamic management; effects of western education
and culture; lack of true practicing Muslims; lack of research on Islamic
management; absence of Islamic environment & culture; effects of
globalization; effects of secular NGOs; lack of teaching & practices of
Holy Qur‘an and Hadith; environmental bottlenecks; lack of institutional
support; and lack of media coverage of Islamic management issues.
In order to make AIP as a principal way of management in Islamic
societies, there is a need for a macro-scale movement. AIP would not be
able to find its sterling routes unless there is supportive societal and
organizational context. Its practices would not be implemented with the
will of a single person but with readiness of everyone in the system.
Sobhani and Ather‘s (2007) study highlights the issues in their order of
preference that need to be addressed to solve the problems of
awareness include: Islamization of knowledge and education; creating
public consensus; reformation of the Government; adjustment of
globalization with Islamic values and norms; putting restriction of NGOs,
Islamizing educational models and procedures; removing corruption;
establishment of Islamic accounting research centers; formulating rules
and regulations for following Islamic values and norms; establishing
Shari‘ah based accountability, administration and communicating Islamic
accounting through media. These recommendations provide useful
insights for policy makers in the Islamic countries to seriously look into
the issues and formulate adequate strategies so that Islamic societies
can benefit from AIP.
It will be relatively easy to convince Muslims about the inherent benefits
and implications of AIP. However, task will be much harder in nonIslamic lands. Therefore, in order to promote AIP as a viable alternative
for the organizations, the researchers will need to present it as a source
of competitive advantage so that organizations in both Islamic and nonIslamic countries can seriously consider it as an alternative management
system. The will need to highlight why and how AIP is highly unique,
more sustainable, long-term, hard to imitate, cumulative, valuable, and
non-substitutable source of competitive advantage. They will also need
to provide empirical evidence to demonstrate the validity of their claims.
Perhaps a long way to go, but researchers of AIP will come across these
challenges one by one. Thinking about these challenges in this very
beginning is likely to result in formulation of a comprehensive long-term
strategy to build AIP as a competitive and sustainable discipline.
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RESEARCHING AIP
From methodological point of view, the researchers of AIP will need to
consider which methodologies are suitable for research. The choice of
research methods is most often shaped by aims, epistemological
concerns, and norms of practice, as well as organizational, historical,
political, ethical, evidential, and personal factors, typically treated as
problems to be overcome (Buchanan and Bryman, 2007). In addition to
the nature of research question, Bryman (2007) claims that other
reasons such as disciplinary requirements–what should pass as
acceptable knowledge, policy issues–expectations concerning the kind of
knowledge they require for policy, and funding expectations of funding
bodies also play a role in choosing the research methodology. Yet
another possibility is personal interests, preferences, biases, prejudices,
and creativity in addition to technical skills, knowledge, and competence
of the researcher to conduct a particular kind of research.
Current research on accounting is dominated by positivist or quantitative
approaches. Quantitative research methods are characterized by the
assumption that human behavior can be explained by social facts. Such
research methodologies employ the deductive logic of the natural
sciences. Quantitative methods were vastly used for accounting studies
during 1960s and 1970s. Proponents of qualitative research argue that it
allows richer descriptions, sensitivity of ideas and meanings of the
individual concerned, increased likelihood of developing empirically
supported new ideas with practical relevance and increased interest of
practitioners (Martin and Turner, 1986). Qualitative approaches also
help in discovering new ideas and phenomena rather than verifying the
old and existing theories (Bryman, 1984).
Bryman (1984) suggests linking of more abstract philosophical issues
with questions of research practice. He thinks that it is a better and
sophisticated way of treating the comparability of different methods of
investigation than direct juxtaposition in terms of relative superiority.
Rocco et al. (2003) argue that ‗mixing methods that bring together the
strengths of both quantitative and qualitative methods will enhance
research in the field‘ (Rocco et al., 2003, p. 604). However, AIP being a
discipline in-making needs to establish its epistemological grounds and
constructs in the beginning, which can then be tested and validated at a
later stage. Therefore, it seems to the current author that the
researchers need to use all quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-method
approach with maximum methodological inventiveness.
According to Buchanan and Bryman (2007), organization research is a
meeting point for numerous disciplines including psychology, social
psychology, sociology, economics, public policy, history, anthropology,
and the business areas of strategy, finance, marketing, human
resources, and operations management. Research on AIP will also see
integration and interplay of many disciplines with in its scope. Therefore,
a debate on methodological issues to research AIP can be beneficial in
the beginning to choose appropriate research methodologies. This will
help the researchers to avoid any methodological dilemmas at a later
stage that might otherwise result in another war or paradigms.
Furthermore, while conducting research on AIP, the researchers will
need to consider the intertwining effect of local cultures and norms in
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different countries around the world. Current debate in accounting
research has repeatedly highlighted the cross-cultural issues and alerted
about the cultural consequences. Measurements and conceptual issues
related to AIP will be most crucial in cross-cultural setting.
PRIORITY AREAS OF FOCUS
Recent attempts of research from the perspective of AIP seem to be
highlighting issues such as Ownership, Debt Contract and Accounting,
Trusteeship of Mankind, Inequality - Natural, Record Book – Audit,
Meeting Account, Verification of Information, Fulfill Contract, Full
Measure and Weight in Just, Dealing in Fraud who give less in measure,,
corporate governance, and quality management. Existing research on
AIP also appears to be without an explicit intention to develop
constructs, theories, and frameworks that can lead to development of a
comprehensive ―Theory of Accounting from Islamic Perspectives‖. In
order to establish AIP and its sub-disciplines, it is important that
organized efforts are undertaken instead of randomly choosing the areas
for research under AIP. Body of knowledge on conventional accounting
has developed organically over almost a hundred years. Even today,
many more disciplines continue to emerge and attract the attention of
scholars. However, researchers of AIP will have to prioritize the
knowledge areas they would like to focus in the beginning, until the field
is relatively established, and there is substantial number of qualified and
established academics extensively working in the field. If AIP research
continues to grow organically and at random choices of sub-disciplines,
there is likelihood that many researchers will be distracted or they will
duplicate each other‘s efforts or will simply explore the areas, which do
not contribute to a coherent effort of developing AIP as a discipline.
There is also a possibility that research efforts on AIP in different parts
of the world are totally unaware of each other, and they loose the
opportunity of mutual sharing and complementing of the ideas and
perspectives of the subject. Therefore, proponents of AIP will need to
organize the efforts and more importantly prioritize what they want to
research, and the beginning, and what sub-discipline would then be
explored after constructs on the prioritized themes have been well
established. Only then the lessons learnt from the initial phase of the
research can be taken forward to address other issues that need to be
investigated at later stages. Few initial sub-disciplines that can be
explored in the beginning can include, but not limited to, Ownership,
Debt Contract and Accounting, Trusteeship of Mankind, Inequality Natural, Record Book – Audit, Meeting Account, Verification of
Information, Fulfill Contract, Full Measure and Weight in Just, Dealing in
Fraud who give less in measure, corporate governance, and accounting
ethics. In order to develop and grow these sub-disciplines, researchers
will need to assemble the existing body of knowledge, write inclusive
literature re views, conduct dialogues and debates, and finally, establish
research agendas as to how to approach these disciplines from Islamic
perspectives. Further sub-disciplines can then be explored in the
pipeline.
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POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES
There are a number of steps that need to be taken while establishing
AIP as a formal academic discipline, and produce a useful and rigorous
research on the subject. Preceding sections discuss in detail the
achievements that have been made in the context of AIP. The author
has also highlighted multitude of challenges that face AIP research and
development. In the midst of these challenges, however, there lie
numerous opportunities. It is a very timely prospect for scholars in the
Islamic world to make use of those opportunities. They can come
upfront and contribute their efforts for developing and flourishing the
field. However, their efforts need to be well planned, systematically
organized, thoroughly contemplated, and more importantly pragmatic.
Since much needs to be accomplished in this regard, the author
proposes the formulation of an international consortium on AIP,
comprising the established researchers in Islamic studies, accounting,
basic sciences, sociology, anthropology, statistics, and other relevant
discipline to formulate and drive an organized research effort on AIP.
The consortium can establish the priority themes for research, develop a
detailed research agenda, and decide methodologies can establish the
priority themes for research, develop a detailed research agenda, and
decide methodologies to be used. To effectively divide the tasks, such
consortium can establish various task groups and working commissions
of sub-disciplines of AIP. These research groups can then pursue their
own agenda under the guidelines of consortium. Approaching the task in
this manner would decrease the burden of this undertaking falling on
only one group. This will also ensure that there is no duplication of
research endeavors by various researchers of AIP around the world.
Such consortium can also organize an annual congress where debates
and dialogues can be invited to share the knowledge. From different
disciplines, share the achievements that are made by various research
groups, and plan the future goals in accordance. Independent and joint
conferences and symposia of research groups can also facilitate the
knowledge sharing process. Dialogues and knowledge exchanges
between experts of AIP and conventional accounting should also be a
part of this overall endeavor so that AIP can gradually become a
mainstream discipline to benefit the entire world, be it Muslims or nonMuslims. Organizing such activities in different parts of the world will
also help to spread the awareness about AIP within and beyond the
Islamic countries.
The consortium can also extend its efforts to issue literary journals and
magazines to share the research achievements. Additionally, the
consortium can also think to establish research centers in various
Islamic countries to consolidate and streamline the research process.
The forum can be either established independently or under the research
arm of an already existing international organization such as
Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC). This will not only be helpful in
drawing capable researcher from around the word but will also be useful
in rapidly establishing the credibility of the research that stems from the
consortium efforts. Such large-scale consortium-based effort will also be
helpful in drawing funds that will be required for developing AIP. Given
the soaring interest in Islamic Banking, Islamic Finance, and Shariah
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Compliance, the author is hopeful that industry funding can be attracted
for research on AIP. Various governments can also be instrumental in
driving this undertaking by allocating research funds.
As a part of this whole effort, universities across the Islamic countries
can also offer joint courses on both Islamic Studies as well as
Accounting to establish and grow the discipline of AIP. These research
endeavors can then be closely observed by the above consortium, which
can act as an overall accrediting body for such academic efforts.
Although some universities are pioneering such efforts by offering such
courses–for example, Bachelor of Islamic Finance and Banking (BIFB,
Hons) at University Utara Malaysia–these courses are at undergraduate
level. More efforts at graduate level need to be undertaken. AIA joins
forces with BIBF to launch diploma in Islamic Accounting and
Compliance. The Association of International Accountants (AIA) has
joined forces with the Bahrain Institute of Banking and Finance (BIBF) to
officially launch its Diploma in Islamic Accounting and Compliance at the
World Islamic Funds and Capital Markets Conference to be held in
Bahrain on 26 and 27 May 2008. AIA Chief Executive attends Bahrain
conference to officially launch new joint BIBF Diploma in Islamic
Accounting and Compliance. Aimed at employers, the new qualification
provides a thorough understanding of the Islamic Accounting and
Governance Reporting requirements as set by the Accounting and
Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) and a
comparison with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The
graduates of the AIA and BIBF Diploma in Islamic Accounting and
Compliance (DIAC) will enable Islamic financial institutions to access
global markets while maintaining the substantial processes and forms of
Islamic transactions.
PhD research projects and postdoctoral fellowships can be instrumental
to accelerate the research output and to establish various subdisciplines. Given the current drive in AIP research, it carries a
significant potential to grow as a formal discipline. However, this
aspiration can be materialized more effectively and efficiently, if
researchers of AIP join their hands for a larger collaborative research
endeavors instead of disintegrated and fragmented attempts, which can
considerably slow the momentum that can otherwise be achieved.
IFRS FOR MERGER OF ISLAMIC ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
According to Karen Remo-Listana (2009), the proponent of the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) will be in talks with
Islamic finance authorities this year and will be ready to modify the
existing system to accommodate Islamic finance standards.
According to Robert Garnett (2009), board member of International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), there may be "slight differences"
but they can be resolved through critical judgment. "We have to
embrace all financial products so we will need to change our standards,"
Garnett told Emirates Business on the sidelines of the IFRS breakfast
briefing in Dubai. "To converge with Islamic finance standards we need
to have some detailed discussions with AAOIFI (Accounting and Auditing
Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions) so we can have a better
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understanding of their concerns and how we can accommodate those
within a revised IFRS," he added.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Accounting from Islamic perspectives (AIP) is a nascent discipline with a
considerable promise. The extant body of knowledge is largely
fragmented and research efforts are apparently disorganized in
reference with AIP. In order to develop AIP as a formal and accepted
discipline, there are both challenges and opportunities that lie ached. To
ensure a healthy growth and expansion of the discipline, researchers of
AIP will need to integrate and streamline their efforts to ensure that
there is a constructive growth of knowledge in the discipline before any
significant split or divergence of focus can find its roots. This paper
presents a summary of literary achievements that have been so far
made in the field of AIP. It also lists and discusses the challenges and
opportunities that proponents of AIP will confront in the future. A
proposal for an international consortium has been briefly presented to
conduct organized research and establish AIP as a mainstream
discipline, which can benefit the whole world. After a long halt of
research in the Islamic world, there seems some light in the end of the
tunnel. It provides an historic opportunity for the scholars to revive and
contribute to the grand tradition of knowledge generation and sharing
that Islam encourages. It also provides an impetus for scholars in all
other disciplines to start thinking about how, as Muslims, we can
contribute to the well being of humanity.
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1. Introduction

The topic of globalization has received considerable attention in recent
years. Expansion of world travel, declining trade barriers, advances in
communication technology, the internet, and the emergence of global
media are all factors contributing to the acceleration of a globalized
market (Hofstede, Steenkamp, and Wedel, 1999; Levitt, 1983). These
trends raise concerns for marketers, however. Although globalization is
thought to create similarities in consumers across cultures, marketers
still need to determine in what ways these consumers are similar and in
what ways they are different.
Determining these similarities and differences is vital in standardization
versus customization decisions. If companies can determine how
consumers across cultures are similar or different it could lead to
decisions regarding standardizing or customizing marketing campaigns.
Although standardization helps companies keep their costs down while
building global brands, customization ensures that consumers‘ localized
desires are being met (Samiee and Roth, 1992; Szymanski, Bharadwaj,
and Varadarajan, 1993).
Products or promotions can be standardized. For example, Coca-Cola
and Kellogg‘s have succeeded internationally with standardizing both
their products and promotions. Other companies, however, have had to
alter one strategy or another to meet the needs of their consumers.
McDonald‘s at one time offered beer in Germany, coconut and mango
shakes in Hong Kong, and duck-gizzard soup in China (Keegan, 1989).
Taking another approach, Schwinn has standardized its bicycles across
cultures, yet has localized its promotion strategies.
In the United States, the pleasure of bike riding is stressed, whereas the
transportation element of bikes is stressed in European and Asian
cultures. As these examples illustrate, similarities across cultures can
lead to standardizing products and/or promotions, whereas differences
lead to customization strategies.
One way to identify consumer segments that might be suited for
standardized marketing strategies is to examine consumers‘ core values
and needs. Global segments of consumers could be successfully
identified and reached if marketing programs fulfilled these common
values and needs (Hassan and Kaynak, 1994). For example, Roth
(1995) found that global brand image strategies were not successful in
countries that had different cultural values.
However, similar values across cultures could lead to global promotional
strategies. Similarly, Hofstede, Steenkamp, and Wedel (1999) found
that global market segments could be identified through a means-end
chain of value orientations. That is, segments of consumers were
identified based on the product attributes they desired. These attributes
led to consumption benefits, which ultimately satisfied personal values.
Therefore, consumers with similar values formed global segments.
Similarities in values might be attributable to comparable ethnic,
religious, and/or cultural orientations. For example, Hofstede (1991)
found that Great Britain, Canada, and the United States occupied similar
positions
on
four
cultural
values
(i.e.,
power
distance,
individualism/collectivism,
masculinity/femininity,
and
uncertainty
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avoidance), whereas Norway, Sweden, and Finland clustered together.
As these results indicate shared histories and cultures might contribute
to similar values across countries.
What about countries without shared ethnic, religious, or cultural
environments, however? To what degree do they have similar values? In
particular, what influence is globalization having on these values? These
questions are particularly relevant for marketers making standardization
versus customization decisions because they must understand the
degree to which consumer segments are unique or comparable. The goal
of this study was to explore the influence of globalization on consumers‘
values by assessing whether younger consumers across two very
different cultures are more similar in their value orientations than older
consumers. These questions have received little academic attention, yet
they are critical for marketing decisions.
The paper is organized as follows. First, theoretical arguments on the
socialization and globalization of values will be presented to illustrate
that younger consumers‘ values should be more similar than older
consumers because the former were socialized in more similar
environments than the latter. Second, the data collection techniques in
the USA and Bangladesh will be presented. This will be followed by the
method of analysis and results. Finally, some managerial implications for
the globalization of consumers‘ values will be presented.
The socialization of values
Values are conceptualized as abstract beliefs that are central elements
of consumers‘ cognitive worlds (Munson and McIntyre, 1979; Rokeach,
1973). Formally, a value has been defined as ―an enduring belief that a
specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or
socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or endstate of existence‖ (Rokeach, 1973, p. 5).
Rokeach (1973) notes two levels of values, instrumental and terminal.
Terminal values are the abstract beliefs that we hold close to our selfschema, or concept of ourselves (Walker and Olsen, 1991) that comprise
desired end-states of existence. Instrumental values are beliefs about
our modes of behavior that are instrumental in leading to the attainment
of these desired end-states of existence.
Researchers generally agree that values are formed through socialization
(Kahle, 1996; Rokeach, 1973). For example, Rokeach (1973) states that
―antecedents of human values can be traced to culture, society, and its
institutions‖ (p. 3). The process through which consumers learn about
their own culture‘s values is called enculturation.
Enculturation occur virtually from birth. Individuals consciously and
unconsciously absorb and learn what is ―acceptable‖ etiquette, values,
and beliefs for their culture and society.
Consumers can also learn about cultural values through acculturation.
Acculturation is the process of learning about a new culture‘s values.
This might occur when an ethnic group adopts the language, customs,
and beliefs of the majority or two formerly distinct cultures come in
contact with one another. Examples of acculturation research include
Penaloza (1994) who investigated the acculturation of Mexican
immigrants to the ―American way‖, O‘Guinn and Meyer (1984) who
studied Mexican Americans‘ language preferences in media, and
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Deshpande, Hoyer, and Donthu (1986) who explored how Mexican
Americans identify themselves ethnically.
Moschis‘ (1987) model of consumer socialization can be used as
framework to explain the process whereby consumers learn behaviors
and cognitions deemed appropriate and acceptable by their society and
others (i.e., enculturation and acculturation processes).
Specifically, socialization agents, such as family, friends, or
organizations, transfer their beliefs and knowledge to learners through
modeling, reinforcement, and social interaction. For enculturation
process the person transferring knowledge to the learner would be
someone from the learners‘ own society. An example might be a parent
transferring knowledge to a child. For acculturation processes the
socialization agent would be someone from another culture or someone
who has already assimilated to that culture. Their knowledge of this
culture would then be transferred to the learner. An example of
acculturation would be a school teacher reinforcing acceptable behavior
of a child whose parents just immigrated to the United States.
The globalization of values
Due to the recent expansion of global communications, world travel, the
internet, and declining trade barriers younger consumers are more likely
to have experienced acculturation processes from a globalized
community than their older counterparts. That is, in addition to younger
consumers learning about their own society‘s values, beliefs, and
culture, they were also exposed to a globalized culture thorough
television, radio, and magazine advertisements, international products,
movies, and movie stars, and possibly first hand experiences of traveling
and living abroad. Their parents on the other hand, were socialized
primarily through enculturation process as the expansion of a global
community is a fairly new phenomena.
The implication of these different learning processes is that younger
consumers were socialized in more similar environments than their
parents. Young adults from Singapore to Siberia listen to similar music,
watch similar television program, and buy similar products.
Older consumers across the world, on the other hand, were not
socialized in such similar environments during their formative years
(generally thought of as adolescence and young adulthood) (see
Holbrook and Schindler, 1989). As such, we would expect that the
acquisition of values is a function of the culture in which one grew up
(enculturation processes) and the age of the consumer (more
acculturation processes for younger consumers). This relationship
between country of origin, age, and the acquisition of values is depicted
in Figure 1.
Stating this formally we would expect that younger consumers who grew
up watching similar television programs, buying similar CDs, and
idolizing similar icons have been socialized in more similar environments
than older individuals who did not experience all these similarities in
their youth. This globalization in socialization should be reflected in
consumers‘ values, even though they might have been socialized
thousands of miles apart. As such, the value orientations of consumers
should depend on both their age and culture.
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H1:

There will be an interaction between country of origin
and age on consumers’ value ratings.
More specifically, we would expect that the outcome of enculturation
processes (i.e., value ratings) would be more pronounced with older
consumers since they were socialized in different environments. This
should result in significant differences between the value ratings of older
consumers across cultures. On the other hand, there should be no
differences in younger consumers‘ values ratings across culture since
they were socialized in more similar environments.
H1a:
There should be no differences in value ratings for
younger consumers across countries.
H1b:
There will be significant differences between the value
ratings of older consumers across countries.
The following section details the data collection technique and measures
used to test this hypothesis.
2. Methodology
Subjects
154 consumers served as voluntary subjects (84 from the USA and 70
from Bangladesh). They ranged in age from 19 to 80. Questionnaires
were administered to respondents in three ways. For the USA sample,
consumers who had volunteered to be members of a focus group on
health care issues were asked to complete the questionnaire while
waiting for the focus group to begin. The second method of obtaining
subjects was through a convenience sample of undergraduate marketing
students. Students were asked to complete the questionnaire during
regular class time as part of a study on consumer values. The poolability
of the USA sample was assessed through a two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test. This test is sensitive to any differences in median,
dispersion, and skew ness between the two distributions. The results
indicated that the data could be pooled.
The Bangladeshi data were collected in 2000 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Bangladesh is nestled between India, with Dhaka located in the central
portion of Bangladesh. Bangladeshis are primarily Muslim; therefore
comparing Bangladeshi values to American values provides a very
conservative test of the influence of globalization.
The Bangladesh consumers comprised a convenience sample, in that,
they were asked to complete the current study‘s questionnaire during a
marketing workshop for the Young Entrepreneurs Association.
Respondents were classified into two age categories to allow for a
comparison of older and younger respondents. The age categories were
19-25 and 30-65 years old. These age ranges were chosen to maximize
homogeneity within categories, yet maintain heterogeneity between
categories. Additionally, these age ranges were chosen to provide
comparable samples in each country. For example, the USA sample
included respondents 70 to 80 years old, however the Bangladesh
sample did not contain any respondents in this age range. Therefore,
these respondents were not included to provide comparable age ranges
across samples. 34 respondents did not fall into the 19-25 or 30-65 age
ranges. Thus their questionnaires were unusable, resulting in a
remaining sample of 120 respondents. 51 consumers were classified as
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―younger‖ (26 from the USA versus 25 from Bangladesh) and 69 as
―older‖ (38 from the USA versus 31 from Bangladesh). 47 percent of
respondents were female.
Measures
Subjects rated 29 terminal and instrumental values. Subjects rated each
item on a nine point Likert scale (1-9). The endpoints were from less
important (1) to most important (9). Respondents were asked to
indicate how important each item was in their daily life. The values were
part of a larger pool of items that were used in another study to assess
cohort values and attitudes. The values were borrowed from Kahle
(1980) and Rokeach (1973). Items were chosen to reflect the general
dimensions of Kahle‘s scale and to provide multiple items for each
dimension. Additional items were added to reflect family and societal
obligations, health and fitness, environmental awareness, and equality.
The 29 values used in the current study were chosen based on the
results of an exploratory factor analysis with another sample (n = 281).
In this sample, the 29 items yielded a seven-factor solution (varimax
rotation) based on the typical 1.0 eigenvalue cutoff and accounted for
68% of the variance in the variables. The items comprising the seven
factors were then used in the current study to conduct a series of
separate confirmatory factor analyses for each country to assess factor
invariance (see Steenkamp and Baumgartner, 1998). Based on an
assessment of item path coefficients, residual terms, and the overall
Cronbach alpha for the factors, nine items were deleted to maximize
factor invariance across countries Therefore, 20 items were used in the
remainder of the analysis. The final item set and factor properties are
shown in Table 1.
3. Results
A 2 X 2 multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed
using subjects‘ mean scores for the seven value dimensions as the
dependent variables and subjects‘ country of origin (USA vs.
Bangladesh) and age (younger vs. older) as the independent variables.
Contrary to H1 the multivariate tests indicated that the overall country
of origin by age interaction was nonsignificant
(Wilks‘ Lambda = 1.029, ns). Given the small sample size used in this
study this finding was not surprising. Therefore, another way to assess the
influence of age and culture on value ratings was to test H1a and H1b
directly. Instead of conducting a 2 x 2 MANOVA, MANOVAs were run
separately for each age category to allow a comparison across countries
but within age ranges. That is, each value dimension for younger USA
consumers was compared to those for younger Bangladesh consumers.
Similarly, older USA consumers were compared to older Bangladesh. If the
values of younger consumers are more similar than the values of older
consumers, then we would expect the multivariate tests to indicate nonsignificant results for younger consumers (i.e., no significant differences
between USA and Bangladeshi mean scores), but significant results for the
older consumers (i.e., differences in USA and Bangladeshi mean scores).
The results are consistent with expectations. Multivariate tests indicated
that the overall difference of country of origin effect for younger
consumers was non-significant (Wilks‘ Lambda = 1.916, ns), supporting
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H1a, whereas it was significant for older consumers (Wilks‘ Lambda =
3.146, p < .01), supporting H1b. Therefore, the values of younger
consumers appear to be more similar than those of older consumers. To
determine the extent of similarities, the results for each of the seven
value factors were also examined.
Three of the seven factors yielded results in the expected direction (i.e.,
equality, environmental awareness, and wisdom). First, younger
consumers‘ ratings for equality were more similar, F(1,49) = .051, ns,
than the ratings for older consumers, F(1,67) = 3.390, p < .07.
Although this result was only marginal for the older consumers, it was
included for descriptive purposes. An examination of the mean scores
indicated that older Bangladeshi consumers placed more importance on
equality (mean = 7.78) than older USA consumers (mean = 7.22) (see
Table 2).
The results for environmental awareness were also in the expected
direction. There were no significant differences in younger respondents‘
ratings, F(1,49) = .777, ns, whereas differences were found between
older consumers, F(1,67) = 4.50, p < .05. Examination of the means
reveals that older USA respondents placed more importance on
environmental awareness (mean = 6.82) than older Bangladeshi
consumers (mean = 5.87).
Finally, there were no significant differences in younger consumers‘
ratings of wisdom, F(1,47) = 2.61, ns, whereas differences were found
between older USA and Bangladeshi consumers, F(1,67) = 5.27, p <
.05. Specifically, older Bangladeshi placed more importance on wisdom
(mean = 8.42) than older USA consumers (mean = 7.88).
The only result in the opposite direction than expected was for the
acceptance dimension. Older consumers were more similar in their
ratings, F(1, 67) = .08, ns, than younger consumers, F(1,49) = 5.15, p
< .05. Younger Bangladeshi consumers placed more importance on
being accepted (mean = 7.47) than younger USA consumers (mean =
6.54). This result seems to suggest an increasing collectivist nature for
Bangladeshi youth. That is, Hofstede (1980) noted that cultures vary
along an individualistic-collectivist dimension. Individualistic cultures are
those in which people pursue personal goals, value freedom, and
individual actions. Collectivist societies, on the other hand, stress
congruity with group rules and social norms. Because there are no age
differences for USA consumers on this value it suggests that consumers‘
desires for a sense of belonging and acceptance has remained stable
across generations F(1,64) = .017, ns. In Bangladesh, on the other
hand, the importance of being accepted seems to have increased in
recent years. Specifically, younger Bangladeshi placed more importance
on this value than their older counterparts F(1,54) = 3.75, p = .058.
Although only marginally significant, this finding illustrates an opposite
trend than expected, and raises the question of why younger
Bangladeshi appear to be valuing acceptance and possibly other
collectivist tendencies more than older Bangladeshi.
Although not hypothesized, another pattern emerged. Younger
consumers rated three of the seven value dimensions as less important
to them than older consumers1. For example, younger consumers
placed significantly less importance on equality (mean = 6.65) than
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older consumers (mean = 7.47), F(1,116) = 11.81, p < .001. Younger
consumers also valued environmental awareness (mean = 5.30) and
self-respect (mean = 8.09) less than older consumers (mean = 6.40, p
< .01; mean=8.54, p < .01, respectively).
4. Discussion
Expansion of world travel, declining trade barriers, advances in
communication technology, the internet, and an emergence of global
media are all factors contributing to the acceleration of a global village.
These trends suggest that consumers socialized in this global market
should have experienced more similar environments than consumers who
preceded this world environment. As such, younger consumers across
cultures should have more comparable values than older consumers.
However, little empirical evidence exists to support this effect of
globalization on consumers. The purpose of this paper, therefore, was to
explore whether younger consumers across two quite different cultures
are more similar in their value ratings than older consumers.
The results of the current study provide support for this assumption.
Younger consumers, even those socialized in very different cultures, had
more similar value ratings than older consumers from these cultures. In
particular, younger consumers placed equal importance on equality,
environmental awareness, and wisdom, whereas there were significant
differences in older consumers‘ ratings for these dimensions. Older
Bangladeshi placed more importance on equality and wisdom than USA
consumers. However, the reverse was true for environmental
awareness. Older USA consumers valued environmental awareness more
than older Bangladeshi consumers.
The only finding that was in the opposite direction than expected was for
the acceptance dimension. Older consumers across cultures showed no
difference in the importance they placed on being accepted by others,
whereas younger Bangladeshi consumers‘ ratings were higher than
younger USA consumers. Additionally, younger Bangladeshi consumers
appear to value acceptance more than their older countrymen. This
finding raises questions as to why younger Bangladesh consumers are
growing more dissimilar to older Bangladesh and USA consumers on this
dimension; but more importantly, it illustrates the importance of
delineating both value similarities and differences between cultures.
Only through an understanding of the shared values between cultures
can marketing managers create standardized promotional strategies.
Differences between cultures also need to be noted and maintained for
effective strategies to emerge. For example, social ad appeals (ones that
emphasize group values) might be better suited for younger Bangladesh
consumers than younger USA consumers, whereas ads that stress
equality, environmental awareness, and wisdom (values that younger
consumers across cultures placed equal importance on) might be
accepted in both cultures. Although not hypothesized, another pattern
emerged. Younger consumers placed significantly less importance on
three of the seven value dimensions than older consumers.
Specifically, environmental awareness, self-respect, and equality were
valued less by younger consumers. Although it is difficult to determine if
this is an age effect (i.e., all 19-25 year olds, regardless of when they
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were 19-25 would have rated these dimensions lower than their older
counterparts) or specific to this generation, this pattern raises concerns
about the influence of globalization on younger consumers. Globalization
might afford more opportunities for obtaining information, communication,
entertainment, and travel; however, it might also mean the dilution of
traditional beliefs and values held by younger members of a society.
Therefore, globalization might have a negative influence on countries that
have strong value orientations and expectations for their constituents.
Taken together, these results illustrate the importance of examining the
influence of globalization on values. With advances in communication
and information technology, globalization is occurring at a startling rate.
Younger consumers around the world are being socialized in more
similar environments than has ever occurred in the past. These
similarities may pave the way for standardized products and promotions
if marketers can tap into comparable value orientations across cultures.
With some creative effort, campaigns and products could be created to
tap into these values, thus minimizing costs in comparison to a
completely customized marketing strategy.
Assessing the globalization of values can also influence product
planning. Changing values can indicate new ideas for product
developments or identify new ways to position products (Vinson, Scott,
and Lamont, 1977). For example, in the current study, younger
consumers placed equal importance on wisdom (being educated and
continuing to learn throughout life), therefore, products that stress this
value or are positioned around the attainment of wisdom might be
equally suited for younger consumers in both countries.
The decreasing importance placed on values by younger consumers is also
of interest to marketing managers. Simply assuming that desired values of
the past will also be important to tomorrow‘s consumers is a fallacy. In
the current study, for example, younger consumers were more similar in
their ratings on environmental awareness than older consumers, however
the former ratings were significantly lower than the latter. Therefore, in
this instance, the globalization of values seems to have had an adverse
effect on the importance of preserving nature and the environment.
5. Limitations
Certain limitations of this study should be noted. First, the
generalizability of the results might be limited to middle-class
consumers as they comprised the majority of respondents in both
countries. A national probability sample of a more diverse group of
consumers from each country would be beneficial for testing the
reproducibility of these results.
The small sample size used in the current study was also a limiting
factor. Although each cell in the 2 x 2 MANOVA met minimum statistical
test thresholds, the size might have resulting in a non-significant
interaction of age and culture due to a lack of power. Additionally, the
samples employed in both counties were convenience samples.
Third, two value dimensions (i.e., environmental awareness and
wisdom) were comprised of only two items. These factors need to be
defined more fully so that additional items can be added for future
research to ensure the reliability and validity of these dimensions.
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Fourth, no measures of globalization or acculturation were assessed.
Although all Bangladeshi consumers had access to the internet through
work, it is unknown whether they had satellite television, Western
programming and commercials, etc. during their youth. Therefore, a
direct assessment of acculturation could not be undertaken, rather
acculturation processes (or a lack thereof) were inferred from
consumers‘ value ratings.
Finally, the equivalence of the self-respect dimension across cultures is
marginal. It was included for exploratory purposes. However, the large
difference in Cronbach alphas across countries might mean that
consumers from each country interpreted the items differently.
Despite these limitations, this paper illustrates that younger consumers
are becoming more similar in their value ratings than older consumers.
Although the exact cause of these similarities is not known, theoretical
arguments for the socialization and acculturation of consumers suggest
that the trend towards a global market is one contributing factor.
6. Future research
The current study was conducted primarily as an exploratory
assessment of the influence of globalization on consumers‘ values. An
extension of this work would be to reproduce these results with a larger,
representative sample from both countries. Additionally, the two
countries used in this study provided a very conservative test of the
influence of globalization due to their differences in religion, thus
studying the influence of globalization in other countries more similar to
the United States might provide another comparison point as to what
influence globalization is having around the world.
Assessing the degree of acculturation experienced by respondents would
also be beneficial. That is, determining to what degree consumers across
cultures listen to similar musicians, watch similar televisions programs
and commercials, and visit other countries would allow a direct
assessment of acculturation and globalization instead of inferring its
influence from respondents‘ value ratings.
Another extension of these results would be to determine to what
degree advertisements tapping into mutually accepted values would
allow for standardized marketing practices. For example, if younger
consumers across cultures both valued environmental awareness what
would be their attitude toward an ad that portrayed this value? Would
younger consumers across culture accept such an ad more than older
consumers across cultures? Stated another way, to what extents do
these similarities permit standardized marketing practices? With
globalization occurring at a startling rate questions such as these are
critical for marketing managers.
7. Conclusions
The goal of this study was to test whether the values of younger
consumers across cultures are more similar than the values of older
consumers. With younger consumers being socialized in more similar
environments than their parents, the former should have more similar
values than the latter. The results of the current study support this
argument. In particular, younger consumers across cultures showed no
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differences in their ratings of environmental awareness, equality, and
wisdom, whereas differences were found between older consumers.
These results suggest that marketers might be able to adopt
standardized marketing practices with younger consumers, whereas
standardization might not have been an option with their parents.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Although earlier studies on trade credit have
made good progress and provide evidence that add to our
understanding of the role of trade credit but they don‘t reach
towards unanimous conclusion. This highlights a clear gap in
the exiting literature. The objective of this study is to fill the
gap in the literature by providing extensive review on the role
of trade credit especially during crisis period.
Methods: Since this is a review paper, therefore it does not
involve any econometric modelling or statistical methods for
validating its claim. The method of this study is based on the
interpretation of the results of existing studies.
Results: There are conflicting evidences regarding the role of
trade credit during crisis period. However, the current
dominant practice in finance is to view trade credit as a
substitute for bank credit especially for small firms. Since
small firms face high market frictions and have limited access
to market finance, therefore when rationed by banks during
financial crisis, these firms move towards high implicit cost
trade credit to offset the reduction in bank credit.
Conclusion: This paper presents a review of the empirical
literature on the use of trade credit for financing motives. Its
aim is to provide an insight on whether trade credit serves as
a substitute or complement during crisis period. The review
concludes that small firm‘s faces high information problem.
This information problem becomes worsen during economic
downturn or tight monetary condition. As a consequence
firm‘s particularly small firms move towards trade credit to
undo the bank lending channel.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decades there has been an increase in the occurrences
of financial crisis throughout the world. The most noticeable among
them are the 1994-1995 Mexican financial crises, 1997-1998 Asian
financial crisis, 1998 Russian crisis, Turkey financial crisis (2000) and
now the recent wave of financial crises 2007-2009. One of the common
things among these crises are that they appear as a surprise and affect
the economy. These financial crises drag the liquidity from the market
and affect the smooth functioning of the financial market. Its effect is
not only limited to financial sector but it also affects the household
welfare [1], gender employment [2].This suggests that financial shocks
have impact on both financial and real sectors of the economy.
It has been argued that monetary and financial shocks have significant
impact on the financing and investment decision of the firms. The effect
is more pronounced on the small and bank dependent firms than large
firms because these firms usually do not have access to capital market
and faces greater market frictions [3-6]. High market frictions and lack
of access to alternative source of credit makes small firms more
vulnerable to financial shocks. That is why when macroeconomic shocks
hit the economy it has greater effect on the financing decision of small
firms than large firms.
During financial shocks the banks become increasingly reluctant to lend
especially to small firms. As a consequence it affects the activities of
small firms. It is because of the fact that small firms have few close
substitute for bank loan, therefore reduction of loan to small businesses
have greater effect on its activities than on large firms [7]. In such
situation the use of alternative sources of finance (such as internal
finance and trade credit) becomes more significant especially for small
firms which do not have access to capital market. However, the relevant
question is whether trade credit increase during crisis or not? If the use
of trade credit increase during crisis, does it offset the reduction in bank
loan. The exact role of trade credit during crisis period is still an
unresolved issue in the literature.
This paper presents review of the empirical literature on trade credit. Its
aim it to provide further an insight on whether trade credit serves as
complement or substitute during tight monetary and financial crisis
period. There are different views in the literature regarding the role of
trade credit during crisis period. One view acknowledges the substitution
role of trade credit while the other regards the complementary role of
trade credit. However, there are growing evidences regarding the former
view. The current dominant practice in finance is to view trade credit as
a substitute for bank credit especially for small firms. It is because of
the fact that these firms face greater market frictions and lacking access
to capital market.
2. Financial shocks and the behaviour of trade Credit
Trade credit is important source of external short term finance for firms.
To state differently, it is one of the important short term finance for both
small and large firms, which is also evidence from the table 1 below.
According to federal Reserve Board study by Elliehausen and Wolken
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[8], In US, trade credit represent 20 of all nonfarm nonfinancial liability
of small business and 15 percent of all nonfarm nonfinancial liability of
large firms in 1987. In the UK, total short term credit extended
constitute 70 percent and credit received constitute 50 percent of total
credit received [9] . Moreover, in the corporate sector more than 80
percent of daily business transaction take place on credit [10]. Hence
the use of trade credit for financing motives is very common and
represents a significant portion of short term finance in firms‘ balance
sheet.
Table 1

Source: Table 1 PP. 8, Oliner and Rudebusch [11]
Trade credit is represented by ‗account payable‘ in the balance sheet of
the firm that receive trade credit while ‗account receivable‘ in the
balance sheet of the lenders‘ (creditor). Theoretical exposure on the role
of trade credit as a potential substitute for bank credit was pioneered by
Meltzer[12]. Meltzer [12] p.429) argue that ‗When money was
tightened, firm with relatively large cash balances increased the average
length of time for which credit was extended. And this extension of trade
credit appears to have favoured these firms against whom credit
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rationing is said to discriminate’. Subsequent studies have provided
evidence in support of the Meltzer‘s prediction (see for example [13,
14].
There are different theories that have provide explanation for the
existence of trade credit ( see for example [15]. Existent studies have
also provided explanation for the transaction and financing motive to
use trade credit [14]. However, the relevant issue is which firms use
trade credit, why they use and when they use it. Are trade credit is used
as substitute for bank credit during crisis period? To provide some
insight about these issues is the purpose of this paper.
To provide some insight, we review the literature based on monetary
policy impulses. The existing literature suggests that tight monetary
policy affect the real economy (see for example [16, 17] . One of the
channels through which it affects the aggregate economy is through
bank lending channel. Kashyap, Stein and Wilcox [18] provide evidence
in support of bank lending channel of monetary policy. They find that
bank credit reduce following tightening of monetary policy. Their results
support the bank lending channel [19] of broad credit view.
However, Oliner & Rudebusch [11, 20] do not support the same notion.
Using disaggregated data from Quarterly Financial Report for
Manufacturing, Mining and trade corporations for the period 1973.Q4 to
1991.Q1 Oliner & Rudebusch [11, 20] does not provide evidence in
favour of bank lending channel. Their analysis does not support that
monetary contraction reduces bank loan relative to other form of finance
both for small and large US firms. By disagree with the Kashyap, Stein
and Wilcox [18] interpretation of results Oliner & Rudebusch [11, 20]
argue that ‗in an economy with heterogeneous agents, aggregate results
must always be treated with caution’. Furthermore, their results show
that credit has redirected from small firms to large firms following
monetary tightening. Overall, their findings provide support for the
broad credit channel view. Similarly findings in Gertler & Gilchrist [4, 5]
provide evidence that the short term bank borrowing is redirected from
small firms towards large firms following monetary contractions.
Bougheas, Mizen and Yalcin [21] show that credit supply squeeze to
small, high risky, younger and high indebted firms more than large,
less risky and older firms after tight monetary policy. Likewise, Black
and Rosen [22]
examine the effect of monetary policy on credit
availability. They find that tight monetary policy reduces the supply of
bank loan. Banks reduce the average maturity of their loan supply
during period of tight monetary condition i-e bank reallocate their supply
from long- maturity lending to short-maturity lending. This results in
reduction in loan supply over time. In other words they find support for
the bank lending channel. Furthermore, banks redistribute the shortmaturity lending from small firms to large firms. To state differently,
when monetary policy are tight, banks reallocate their supply of loan
from small firms to large firms. This is consistent with the balance sheet
channel of monetary policy.
The above discussion reveals that tight monetary policy reduces bank
lending. To state differently, bank lending to small firm squeeze more
than large firms following monetary tightening which affect their
financing and investment decision [3-5, 23]. The next question that
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arise is why lending to small firms reduces following monetary
retrenchment.
The capital market imperfection which creates information asymmetry
and adverse selection problem may explain why certain firms are
relatively more credit rationed (See [24]). It may also create wedge
between internal and external finance. Due to information problem the
firm may not secure loan even for the positive net present value project
because potential investors may not easily verify that firms have access
to quality project or to make sure that the fund will not be diverted to
alternative use because of information asymmetry problem [25].
The small firms are informationally more opaque and usually lacking
reliable information (audited financial statements) [26, 27]. This lack of
reliable hard information (financial statement) and information
imbalance increase the agency problems in these firms which ultimately
lead to increase the agency cost of external financing ( [26]. Chittenden,
Hall & Hutchinson [28] argue that because of the close held nature of
small firms, it is more likely that the moral hazard and adverse selection
problem may be high in these firms. Since owner-managers of these
firms may have incentive to engage in risky project and grow particular
if they have limited liability thus shifting the risk towards lenders.
These information and agency problems between small firms and
financial institutions become worsen during economic downturn [29].
That is why when shock hit the banking system they discriminately
reduce the credit to small firms. In other words when the financial shock
hits the banking system, it has a great effect on the lending of credit to
small businesses [7, 25]. This indicates the monetary or financial shocks
have significant impact on the financing decision of small firms.
Leary[30] argue that small firms increase the use of alternative sources
of finance to make up for the reduction in bank credit caused by credit
crunch. In a related context, Petersen and Rajan [13] argue that small
firms which do not have access to capital market increase their use of
trade credit when faced by limited or no availability of credit from the
financial institutions. Similar result is found in Schwartz [31]. Nilsen
[14] argues that during tight monetary conditions the small firms
increase their use of trade credit. Tight monetary conditions reduces
bank loan, as a consequence the small firms, which face greater
information problem and have less access to capital market, increase
their use of trade credit as undesirable substitute for bank loan.
Interestingly, his findings also show that large firms also increase their
use of trade credit. His further analysis, using bond rating as a measure
of access to market, show that large firms without bond rating, having
high cash holdings and low collateral are also credit constraint. These
firms do not have alternatives sources of finance and therefore use
costly trade credit. Overall, their results support the role of trade credit
as a potential substitute for the bank loan especially for the small firm‘s
case. Blasio [32] finds similar results for the Italian Manufacturing firms.
One of the uses of trade credit might be that it reduces the information
inequality. For instance it has been argued that trade credit can also
alleviate the information problem. The terms of credit potentially act as
a screening device that illicit the information about the default risks of
the buyers [33]. Information imbalance between firms and banks can
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result in credit rationing possible due to adverse selection. As a
consequence firms may not be able to pursue Positive NPV projects.
Trade credit can mitigate this information inequality because the sellers
have private information about their buyers. The provision of trade
credit to buyer reveals that information to the market. In other words
the provision of trade credit from the sellers conveys signal of buyer
credit worthiness to the banks and hence mitigate the credit rationing
[34].
The information advantage of suppliers has also been emphasized by
Peterson and Rajan [13]. They argue that supplier has relatively
advantage in providing trade to small, growing firms. It is because of
the fact that supplier can obtain private information about the firm at
relatively low cost and routinely. Suppliers do not use the information of
other financial intermediaries; rather they collect and use different set of
information. By monitoring repayment and observing the trade discount,
the supplier can quickly and better judge the credit quality of the firms.
Furthermore Suppliers are also efficient to liquidate the firm assets, if
the firm fail to meet their commitments (ibid). That is why the firms that
receive trade credit might have higher probability to obtain access to
bank credit. It may be because the bank use the presence of trade credit
as a signal of the firm quality [35]
Atanasova and Wilson [36, 37] provide evidence that firm substitute
bank credit with trade credit during stringent monetary conditions. They
argue that during tight monetary conditions bank reduce the supply of
credit. More specifically, the supply of bank credit squeezes for the
informationally opaque small and medium-sized firms. However, the
demand for bank credit remains strong. To lessen the effect of bank
credit rationing the borrowing constrained small firms increase the use
of trade credit. In other words their reliance on less desirable alternative
source of finance i-e trade credit increased. On balance their results
suggest that when monetary conditions are tight, small, bank dependent
firms substitute bank credit with trade credit.
Similarly Kohler, Britton and Yates [9] show that quoted firms help out
the non-quoted firms by extended more trade credit during recession
and tight monetary period. Using data on firms quoted on the UK stock
exchange, they show that during recession trade credit extended rise
while in booms the opposite is true. Likewise trade credit received fall
during recession and rise during boom period. As a consequence, the net
trade received fall during recession. This indicates that quoted firms
which have better access to capital market extend more trade credit
during recession. Similarly they also find that when monetary conditions
are tight both trade credits extended and received falls, however, the
reduction in trade credit received is more than trade credit extended.
Hence again support the notion that quoted firms extend credit to nonquoted firms during recession and tight monetary conditions. In a similar
vein, Calomiris, Himmelberg and Wachtel [38] show that financially
sound high quality firms can issue commercial paper. These firms issue
more commercial paper during downturn to finance account receivable.
In other words they extend more trade credit during economic
downturns to support the short term financing needs of those firms that
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have not access to public capital market. Thus these firms serve as
intermediaries during downturn.
Wilson, Tung le and Wetherhill [39] examine the Meltzer‘s hypothesis by
using UK data. They use data from the Credit Reference Agency database, ICC Juniper over the period 1983-1999. By disaggregated data on
firm sizes, they find differences in the behaviour of different sized firms.
Their findings reveal that large firms extend more trade credit during
contraction monetary period, but at the same time they also receive
more credit. This may indicates that large firms need more credit and
are not able to obtain the required amount of credit from the external
market. However, the trade credit extended is more than trade credit
received, as a consequence net trade credit extended increase during
stringent monetary period. The medium-sized firms extend less trade credit
and receive more credit during tight monetary period. The small firms
receive more trade credit when interest rate increases. Interestingly they
also find that small firms also extend more trade credit during tight
monetary conditions. Their further analysis reveal that this behaviour is also
found in financially distress firm. This may explain why small firms run out
of cash and eventually fail. Overall, their results support the Meltzer‘s
hypothesis.
In a similar vein, Mateut, Bougheas and Mizen [21] provide evidence
that trade credit serve as a substitute of bank loan during tight
monetary period. By using data on 16000 UK manufacturing firms over
the period 1990-1999, they show that during stringent monetary
conditions the bank loan reduce relative to trade credit. Furthermore,
they also divide the sample period into tight (1990-1992) and loose
monetary conditions (1993-1999) and classified firms into small, medium
and large firms. Their findings show that bank lending to small firms reduce
during tight monetary period, nevertheless it is increased during loose
period. The bank lending to medium and large firms are not much affected
during tight monetary period. Interestingly bank lending to large firms
increased during tight monetary conditions. It might be the flight to quality
effect induced by tight monetary conditions caused some former borrowers
to resort to bank loan. On balance, their findings confirm that UK small
manufacturing firms resort to trade credit when monetary conditions are
tight. In other words substitute bank loan with trade credit.
However, the findings of some studies do not support the notion that
small firms increase the use of trade credit as a substitute for the bank
finance during tight monetary conditions (For instance [5, 40]. It might
be that the terms of credit offered are unfavourable so that to make it a
good substitute for bank loan1. Similarly [5, 20, 40] found ‗no evidence
that small firms increase their use of trade credit during period of tight
money.....’. In other words small firms might not use trade credit as a
substitute for bank credit. Supporting the same argument, Marotta [41]
also do not find conclusive evidence for Italian firms that trade credit act
as substitution for the bank landings. In a similar vein, Elliehausen and
Wolken [8] find evidence consistent with the financing theory of trade
credit. They also find firms with high amount of short term finance also use
1

See for example the footnote 15 on Pp 38-39 in Bernanke and Gertler
[40].
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more trade credit. In other words they find that trade credit is complement
rather than substitute for short term financial institutional loan.
Taketa & Udell [42] hypothesize whether the contraction in one lending
channel is offset by expansion in other lending channels during financial
shocks. More specifically they hypothesis whether the reduction in financial
institution lending channel is offset by trade credit channel during Japan‘s
crisis. Using data on SMEs their findings do not support the above hypothesis
rather they find that trade credit and financial institutions lending is
complements. Furthermore, their findings reveal that different shocks have
different affect on different lending channels. Moreover, their results show that
during bubble period (positive shocks) short term borrowing and trade credit
work as a substitute. In case of negative shock the reverse is true. They
conclude that different shocks (Positive: Bubble period & Negative: Credit
crunch) have different effects on the behaviour of trade credit and financial
institution lending.
Love, Preve & Sarria-Allende [43] examine the effect of financial crisis
on trade credit and bank credit for a sample of 890 publically traded
firms in six emerging economies namely Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,
Philippines and Thailand. Using data from the Worldscope, they find
short term surge in the trade credit right after the crisis before falling
back in the post-crisis period. To identify whether the result is driven by
demand or supply factor, they use reliance on short term debt in the
pre-crisis as indicator of firm vulnerability to crisis. Their analysis shows
that firms with high short term debt reduce the provision of trade credit
after the crisis. The reduction in the aggregate trade credit provision
could be due to firm with high pre-crisis short term debt. Firms with high
pre-crisis short term debt significantly reduce the trade credit provision
following the crisis. Furthermore, their analyses also show that countries
that experience significant decline in aggregate bank credit also
experience decline in trade credit.
Likewise, Love and Zaidi [44] examine the behaviour of trade credit and
bank credit during 1998 financial crisis. They do not find that trade
credit can mitigate the effect of decline bank credit They examine the
behaviour of trade credit and bank credit in a sample of SMEs in four
East Asia Countries namely Thailand, Korea, Philippines and Indonesia.
Their results reveal that on average the trade credit use declined
following financial shocks. However, this effect is more pronounced in a
sample of firms which are financially constraint. The financial
disturbance not only reduces the trade credit, maturity of trade credit
about also increase the cost of trade credit for financially constraint
firms. On the other hand the financially constraint firms also reduce the
extension of trade credit to customer, reduce maturity and increase cost
of trade credit. Overall, their results suggest that trade credit and bank
credit move in same direction. In other words the reduction of bank
credit cannot be offset by increase in trade credit.
3. Summary, limitation and direction for future research
To summarize the above discussion, it seems to suggest that small firms
use more trade credit for financing purpose especially during financial
shocks or tight monetary periods. Although there are mixed evidences
regarding the role of trade credit during financial crisis or tight monetary
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period, however, the dominant view in the literature is that trade credit
serves as substitute during financial and tight monetary period.
This study is a step towards better understanding the role of trade credit
during crisis period. However, it is based on the interpretation of the
results of existing studies. More empirical research is needed to better
comprehend the exact role of trade credit during normal and financial
turmoil environment. Cross-country comparison of the role of trade
credit is another area for future research. We look forward to future
research to address this and other similar related issues.
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Objective: The present study relates to the impact of capital
structure on profitability and the study is focused on fertilizer
sector of Pakistan. Objective of this study is to examine whether
the debt financing and equity financing used for financing
operations have any impact on a company‘s profitability in
fertilizer sector of Pakistan.
Methodology: Data of four large companies from fertilizer sector
of Pakistan representing about 89 percent of market share is used
for analysis. Data is collected from published Annual reports of
these four companies. Data of eight years from 2002 to 2009 is
used for analysis. SPSS is used for analyzing the data and linear
regression is applied to generate the results. Regression analysis
is used to analyze the relationship between capital structure and
profitability of a company. The output of regression analysis is
created in the form of scatter diagram and the tables to interpret
the results of the regression.
Findings: Results suggest that there is no significant
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profitability of company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan.
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1. Introduction

Capital structure of a firm is debt to equity financing used by firms to
finance its operations. Firms can use various combinations of debt to
equity financing like it can issue bonds or can issue share. But this
decision is crucial because you have to choose right combination of debt
to equity ratio that minimizes the cost of borrowing for your firm.
Defining most favorable capital structure is very crucial for companies not
only because the right capital structure minimizes the financing costs and
maximizes return but it also has an impact on the organizations ability to
survive in the competitive environment. (Herczeg)
In debt financing you have to repay the amount and you have make interest
payments. It‘s like a loan you have taken and you are making interest
payments on it till its maturity. Equity financing is addition of financing by
new share holders. You give shares to people providing financing.
Companies need both debt and equity financing but the ratio for debt to
equity financing is different based on the situation. Debt financing and
equity financing are not substitutes of each other but they are different in
nature and have different impact on the profitability of organization.
Companies have to choose a mix of debt to equity financing based on the
situation that minimizes the financing costs and maximizes the profits.
(Source: http://www.dynamic-equity.com/vcmag03.htm)
Pakistan is one of the agriculture based country with agriculture sector
producing about 22% to total GDP and is providing employment to 43%
of the total labor force in the country. There are nine fertilizer
companies in Pakistan and fertilizer sector is monitored by the Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and live stock. (Economic survey, 2008&2009)
The supply of fertilizer in the Pakistan is about 5.8 Million Tones Per
Annum where as the demand at this time is about 6.8 Million Ton Per
Annum. The economy of Pakistan is based on agriculture sector. In past
Pakistan‘s agriculture sector has suffered due to bad weather but in the
future the performance of agriculture sector is expected to improve
because government is providing support like improvement in irrigation
system and providing subsidiary to the farmers. Demand for fertilizer is
expected to grow at a Cumulative Annual Growth rate of 5.25% during
2007-2012. (Din, 2007)
As the demand for fertilizer is increasing world wide and it is going to play
a major role in economic development of Pakistan in the coming years.
New fertilizer companies are emerging in Pakistan. Engro and Fauji
fertilizer are among the companies with very good performance in the
recent years and are supporting the national economy. Capital structure of
firms is one of the areas of greatest interest in finance today. This study
will help to understand relationship between capital structure and
profitability in fertilizer sector of Pakistan and fertilizer companies of
Pakistan can benefit from the findings of this study, it will also add to the
body of the knowledge which will be useful for future studies. This study is
aimed to influence the companies in fertilizer sector of Pakistan to control
and increase their productivity by understanding the relationship between
capital structure and profitability of company.
Agriculture sector is the economic back bone of Pakistan. It‘s
contributing a huge share to the GDP of Pakistan. There is no study
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done on relationship between capital structure and profitability of
fertilizer sector of Pakistan. So this study is aimed to observe the impact
of capital structure on fertilizer industry in Pakistan.
Definitions of terms
Capital structure Capital structure consists of short term debt, Long
term debt and equity financing. It tells how company uses different
sources of finances to finance its operations.
Debt financing Debt financing means when a company wants to borrow
money it takes debt from the banks, or other sources of finance and
after a specified interval of time this debt have to be paid back. The
lender in this case is not the owner of the company. He receives fixed
interest payments till the maturity of debt and receives back the
principal amount at maturity.
Equity financing In equity financing companies issue shares to get
financing. In this case the person who buy share becomes owner of
company. There are no interest payments in this case, and no return of
principal amount.
Profitability Profitability is the ability of a company to generate net
income consistently.
(Source: http://www.buzzle.com/)
Research Question
―Whether capital structure affects profitability of companies in fertilizer
sector of Pakistan?‖
2. Literature review
Akoto (2006) reported the results of the findings of the empirical
analysis on 14 bank of Ghana for a time period of 10 years. Capital of
Ghanaian banks consists of about 87% debt which consists of short term
as well as long term debt. A firm capital consists of debt and equity. This
decision is crucial for company for efficient running of the organization.
Profits are very much important to the firm and are related negatively
with the debt financing of the firm. Ghanaian firms mostly go for internal
sources of financing then going for external financing like using the
deposits. As the size of banks in Ghana increase their profits fall and the
profits go up with the increase in sales.
Eriotis (2002) reported the evidence that firm‘s financial structure has
impact on the firm‘s profitability. Firms can use this financial structure
that is debt to equity ratio to increase profitability of a company. A firm
may go for a high debt to equity ratio or it can choose a low debt to
equity ratio. Right selection of this ratio is important part of a company‘s
financial strategy. Firms that are using internal financing i.e. retained
earnings are found to be more profitable then those using external
financing i.e. borrowing. It is also observe that firms tend to compete on
resources then to cooperate.
Ghosh, et al. (2004) showed that firms prefer internal financing on
external financing and if external financing is necessary then firms
prefer debt financing over equity financing. When firms are using a high
level of debt then at a point the cost of borrowing becomes very high
then companies start reducing debt financing. In some situation
companies don‘t consider their debt level because there are other
important issues like shortage of financing and the prevailing conditions
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of the market. Firms try to match their capital structure with the
industry when they are above the average of industry but firms don‘t do
so if they are below the average of industry.
Abor (2005) empirically examined the relationship between debt and
total assets and ROE. The findings pointed that there is a positive
relation between short term debt and total assets and return on equity
and a negative relation between long term debt and total assets and
return on equity. Results of search show a positive relationship between
total debt ratio and total assets and return on equity. Results also show
that profitable firms depend more on debt financing and in Ghana about
85% debt is short term debt.
Herczeg (2003) pointed out that defining a most advantageous capital
structure is very important. This decision is important not only for
maximizing profits but also to compete in a strong environment. There is
a trade off between the advantages of tax and bankruptcy cost associate
with debt financing. This trade off finally results into a optimal capital
structure. In spite of theoretical work in this field, researchers still can
not found an optimal capital structure.
Abor (2007) showed that it is an important decision for companies
choose the level of debt and equity financing used to finance their
operations, this decision is of so much importance because this decision
have impact on the companies market value, so its very important for a
company to use such a combination that increases the market value of
the company. Managers who are able to find such a combination are
rewarded by the firms because if we suppose all the other variables
constant then right combination of debt and equity financing decrease
financing cost for a company. Agency conflicts are due to heavy use of
debt financing by the SME sector leading to negative relationship
between profitability and capital structure of the company.
Herczeg (2003) reported that determining optimal capital structure is very
important decision because it not only affects the returns but right optimal
structure also gives you competitive edge competitors. Due to equilibrium in
perfect capital markets, the capital structure has no impact on profitability of
companies. In agriculture sector companies use conservative financing to
run their operations which do not affect the cost of financing in the fertilizer
sector, so it have no impact on companies value.
Gay B. Hatfield (2009) found that each firm have a unique capital
structure then others, firms with capital structure related to industry
average, market will react positively to those firms in comparison to
those whose capital structure is different from industry average.
Relationship between debt level and industry has no concern with the
market. Markets do not consider industry average for leverage as
prejudice for a company‘s financial leverage. It is observed firms in
same industry mostly have similar capital structure.
Goyalz (2008) reported that relationship between debt financing and
profits has been misinterpreted. Firm‘s size matter, large firms issue
more debt then smaller firms where as smaller firms mostly go for
equity financing. Firms which are more profitable tend to repurchase
equity and issue debt. Market conditions also have impact on debt to
equity financing decision. Bad market condition affect small firms more
then the large and more profitable firms.
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Carvalho de Mesquita & Lara argued that the decision about capital
structure is very important especially when the economic environment is
not stable. So this decision can impact on company‘s profitability. Results
fir Brazilian companies show a positive correlation between profitability
and short term debt and equity and long term debt and equity.
3. Methodology
Although the literature is on this topic is available on different media but
it is not mature enough to describe the topic on a wide range, so this is
a descriptive study. Nature of data used in this study is quantitative.
Secondary data is used for this study because data is collected from
published annual reports of the company. Source of data used in this
study is annual published reports of Fauji Fertilizer Company Ltd, Fauji
Fertilizer Bin Qasim, Dawood Hercules Chemical Ltd, and Engro Chemical
Pakistan Ltd. Annual reports are collected from the Internet and ISE
(Islamabad Stock Exchange). All the fertilizer companies of Pakistan are
part of the population but here the study is based on a sample of four
companies which have a market share of about 89% of fertilizer sector
of Pakistan. This is a longitudinal study, data is analyzed for the present
study using SPSS and regression test is applied to generate the results.
Variables
Debt financing and Equity financing had taken for the study as
independent variable and the dependent variable was Profitability.

Debt
financin
g
(Independent
variable)

Equity
financin
g

Profita
bility
(Dependent

variable)

(independent
variable)
Hypothesis
Ho:
Capital structure has no significant impact on profitability of
companies in fertilizer sector of Pakistan.
H1:
Capital structure has significant impact on profitability of
companies in fertilizer sector of Pakistan.
4. Data analysis
Data is analyzed through SPSS and regression analysis is used to
generate the results. Regression analysis is used to investigate
relationship between different variables. Usually regression is used to
measure impact of one variable on another; it shows how the dependent
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variable changes its value when the value of independent variable is
changed. The objective of this study is to study the Impact of Capital
Structure on Profitability of a Company in Fertilizer Sector of Pakistan.
The four companies used in this study are.

Fauji fertilizer Company Limited.

Fauji Fertilizer Bin Qasim.

Engro Chemicals Pakistan Limited.

Dawood Hercules Chemical Limited.
Regression model and the data analysis in the form of charts and tables
are shown below.
Regression model
Regression models are used to analyze relationship between different
variables. The linear regression model used to explain the relationship
between NIAT and Capital structure and Current is shown below.
NIAT= 7E+008+.040*(capital structure) + .186*(current liability)
Interpretation
Here 7E+008 is the value of intercept, which is the point where the
regression line intersects the Y axis.
.40 And .186 are the slopes of regression line, slope of model show how steep
the regression line is, they represent increase or decrease in NIAT when there
is one unit change in capital structure or current liability. That is when capital
structure or current liability change by 1.0, NIAT changes by .040 and .186
respectively. Regression equation predicts change in dependent variable due
to change in dependent variable. Given the large value of R of our data which
is .774 our predictions in general will be accurate enough.
Fig 01: Scatter plot of NIAT as a function of Capital structure
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Value of R square linear is very small, show weak positive linear
relationship. This suggests there is no significant impact on NIAT due to
capital structure. If the slope of this regression line would be horizontal
then we may conclude no relationship between capital structure and
NIAT at all.
Fig 02: Scatter plot of NIAT as a function of current liability
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Source: generated from field data
Here value of R Sq Linear is 0.504; this large value suggests a strong
and positive relationship between current liability and NIAR.
Table 01
Variables Entered/Removed
Model
1

Variables
Entered

Variables
Removed

Current liability,
capital structure

Method
.

Enter

a. All requested variables entered.
Source: Field Data
Table 1 is showing that the number of models reported in regression
command. The number of models used is one. This table is showing
independent and dependent variables entered. Independent variables
entered for the analysis are current liability and capital structure, and
the dependent variable entered is net income after taxes. The method of
including the variables is ―Enter‖ as shown in the table.
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Table 02
Model Summary
Model
1

R

R Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

.744a

.554

.523

1.884E9

a. Predictors: (Constant), Current liability, capital structure
Source: Field Data
Table 2 explains the strength of relation ship between regression model
and dependent variables. The R is multiple correlation coefficients. It
shows how strongly capital structure and current liability are related to
net income after taxes. A larger value of .744 is showing a strong
relation since values of R range from 0 to 1. R Square explains
percentage change in dependent variable due to collection of
independent variables. R square shows an overall measure of the
strength of association and does not reflect the extent to which any
particular independent variable is associated with the dependent
variable. R square values range form 0 to 1. R square of .554 is
showing that this model explains 55 percent variance in net income after
taxes due to capital structure and current liability holistically.
Table 3
ANOVAb
Model

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1

Regression

1E+020

2

6.396E+019

18.013

.000a

Residual

1E+020

29

3.551E+018

Total

2E+020

31

a. Predictors: (Constant), Current liability, capital structure
b. Dependent Variable: NIAT
Source: Field Data
Table 3 shows an analysis of variance in regression model. The values of
sum of squares for regression and residual are equal which means that
the model accounts for about 50 percent variation in the net income
after taxes. F statistics is mean square of regression divided by means
square of residual, i.e. 6.396E+019/3.551E+018. Sig level of F statistics
shows the test of all the independent variables (i.e. current liability and
capital structure) as a whole. As Sig is less then .05, it means that the
current liability and capital structure have impact on profitability of
company.
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Table 4
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

7E+008

6E+008

capital structure

.040

.022

.233

1.796 .083

Current liability

.186

.038

.643

4.963 .000

(Constant)

Beta

t

Sig.

1.125 .270

a. Dependent Variable: NIAT
Source: Field Data
Table 4 shows Sig level for both capital structure and current liability.
The significance level for capital structure is greater then .05 which
implies it have no significant impact on profitability of a company in
fertilizer sector of Pakistan, and the Sig level for current liability is less
then .05 which shows that it have significant impact on profitability of a
company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan. Positive t values suggest there is
a considerable relationship between dependent and independent
variables.
5. Findings of the study

Regression model explains that when capital structure or
current liability change by 1.0, value of NIAT changes by .040
and .186 respectively.

Current liability and capital structure are independent variables.

Net Income after Taxes is the dependent variables.

Correlation coefficient ―R‖ shows a strong relationship between
dependent and independent variables.

Value of R square tells that this regression model explains 55
percent variation in Net Income after taxes due to Capital
structure and Current liability.

ANOVAs table shows significance level of .000 for the f statistics
which shows that all the independent variables (holistically)
have impact on dependent variables.

Positive values of t in the Coefficients table suggest that there
is
considerable
relationship
between
dependent
and
independent variables.

Sig level for capital structure is more then .05 which implies it
have no significant impact on profitability of a company.

Sig level for current liability is less then .05 which suggest
there is impact of capital structure on profitability of company.
6. Limitation of study:
This study is subject to following limitations and constraints:
1. Impact of capital structure on profitability of companies is very
broad topic but due to time limitations, the study is narrowed
to fertilizer sector of Pakistan and data is collected from
financial statements of four fertilizer companies of Pakistan.
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2.
3.

Another constraint faced during the study is limited
availability of resources such as financial resources, so this is
also a constraint to this study.
The major constraint to this study is lack of data availability.
Data of more than eight years is not available on the internet,
or with the ISE. So it‘s the major limitation of this study.

7. Conclusion & recommendations
This study is focused to evaluate the Impact of capital structure on
profitability of a company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan. The study is
aimed to influence the companies in fertilizer sector of Pakistan to
control and increase their productivity by understanding the relationship
between capital structure and profitability of company.
Companies use different mix of debt and equity financing to support
their operations. Literature review shows firms mostly use internal
sources of financing like retained earning rather than going for external
financing. And literature also shows that there are some situations on
which companies don‘t consider the level of debt to equity financing
used because there are some other important issues mainly the
shortage of financing available and market conditions.
The results of this study show that capital structure has no significant
impact on profitability of a company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan,
whereas current liabilities show a significant positive impact on
profitability of a company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan. Results show
that holistically independent variables have impact on dependent
variable and this study suggest that there is a considerable relation
between dependent and independent variables. So based on this
analysis we accept the null hypothesis Ho, capital structure has no
significant impact on profitability of a company in fertilizer sector of
Pakistan. And we reject the alternative hypothesis H1 which states that
capital structure has significant impact on profitability of a company in
fertilizer sector of Pakistan.
This study was conducted to analyze the impact of capital structure on
profitability of a company in fertilizer sector of Pakistan. Based on the
literature review and the results of this study it is recommended that.

In future research on impact of capital structure on profitability of
a company should be conducted based on data of more than ten
years,

It is recommended to analyze the impact of capital structure on
profitability in other industries of Pakistan. Like cotton industry,
cement industry etc.

It is also recommended to further explore the independent
variables that impact on the profitability of companies in Pakistan.

A research in collaboration with Government and industrial sector
should be conducted to overcome the barriers faced in this study.

A research should be done to evaluate if there is a difference
between shop term debt and equity financing and profitability
versus long term debt and equity financing and profitability of
companies.
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